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Abstract

This thesis examines the correlations between language shift, language de^th, and 

cultural change through the use of place names in White Mountain, Alaska. Traditionally 

Inupiaq place names have served as descriptive tools for navigating the landscape and as 

memory markers for oral histories, taboos, and places of harvest. Local Inupiaq place 

names have been inscribed in social memory for generations and, according to Inupiaq 

elders in White Mountain, none are without significance. As English replaces the 

Inupiaq language, these traditional place names fall out of use, as well as the local 

histories and other information associated with them. English place names used today 

continue to inscribe information into the land, but of a different sort. This thesis finds 

that cultural change and cultural resiliency can be clearly observed through and are 

related to language shift in White Mountain. Included in this thesis are listings and maps 

of traditional Inupiaq place names from White Mountain, Alaska.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction o f Project

In White Mountain today a dialect of Inupiaq is in the process of becoming 

extinct. This language that has been adopted for and reflects life in the Arctic, that has 

been used to pass oral histories, traditions, spiritual revelations, verbal art, hunting 

methods, mythical tales, insults, jokes, all facets of human experience may be lost in the 

next fifty years or sooner. Basso writes, “If it is the meaning of things that we are after -  

the meanings of words, objects, events, and the claims people make about themselves -  

language and culture must be studied hand in hand” (Basso 1996: 69-70). But what 

happens when the words people use to make claims about themselves change? What is 

this connection between the words we use, the way we live, and the meaning we ascribe 

to the world around us?

The connection between words, thought and meaning is most readily captured in 

academia by the well known Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, a hypothesis that makes predictions 

about the connections between language and worldview. While ill-defined and scantly 

tested, the hypothesis is always intriguing because of its dramatic implications to human 

lives and its potential predictive capabilities. Do different languages make for different 

people, culture, thought, lives?

Despite the intrigue, linguists have shied away from the hypothesis. After tests of 

the hypothesis in the fifties proved inconclusive, no concerted interest or significant 

research to show links between language and worldview was carried out in the field of



linguistics . Contemporary world events, however, have dramatically changed the 

landscape of linguistics and linguistic anthropology. Today, for the sake of preserving 

linguistic heterogeneity, linguists have been pressured into making claims about the 

connection between language and culture, knowledge, worldview, and so-on, because of 

the pervasive phenomenon of language shift.

Language shift occurring today demonstrates a real and profound social 

phenomenon that is probably unprecedented in the course of human history, at least in 

scope and geographical area affected. Linguists who work with dying languages today 

make bold statements about the importance of preserving small languages, the value to 

humankind of linguistic heterogeneity, and the correlation between maintenance of 

ancestral language and the maintenance of culture. These claims are necessary to draw 

attention to this mass extinction of the world’s languages, and reflect a tacit acceptance 

that language and culture are intertwined.

Despite these claims, demonstrated effects of language shift on human culture 

and/or human life remain grossly understudied and generally unknown. In the literature, 

language shift and language extinction are rarely, if ever, discussed in conjunction with 

the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. This hypothesis, however, specifically predicts a connection 

between language and other aspects of life. With case study research, the demonstration 

of these connections would have great implications to the understanding of language shift 

and language extinction occurring today; but these case studies have been rare. In the 

absence of research in this area, few conclusive statements have been made by linguists

1 In the last ten years, however, linguistic anthropologists such as Lucy, Levinson and Gumperz have begun 
to take up the theory of linguistic relativity again.
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concerning the effects of language on culture, worldview, and so on. Subsequently, few 

conclusive statements about the affect of language loss on culture and worldview have 

been made as well.

Whether language shift and language extinction affect economies, decision

making strategies, mental health, hunting strategies, ideas about the future, connections to 

the past, or any other facet of human experience is unclear. This presents a problem in 

that academics are documenting a widespread social phenomenon occurring 

contemporarily, but the effects of this phenomenon remain illusive.

What is the effect of language loss on a culture? Given the extent of language 

extinction today, this is a critically important question to address. It is also an enormous 

question to ask. Certainly this research cannot address the question in its entirety. What 

this research can do is to give a detailed examination of one part of a lexicon, a small data 

set of ‘important’ words in a culture and see what happens to those words, that category, 

and the community’s association with those words and concepts during the process of 

language shift.

This thesis will analyze Inupiaq toponyms in White Mountain, Alaska and the 

successive English toponyms that are used today, after language shift has occurred. 

Inupiaq place names are identified in White Mountain, and throughout the Arctic, as 

being an important set of words in the lexicon, as demonstrated by elders from White 

Mountain who showed an explicit interest in recording toponyms for posterity, over qther 

sets of words. Out of all the lexical items to choose from, animal names, plants, terms for
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ice, etc., the community chose place names as being a significant category for 

documentation.

The research questions developed for this thesis are relatively simple. 1) What 

are the Inupiaq place names in White Mountain and why are they important? 2) What are 

the English place names used in White Mountain? Do they continue to mark the same 

discrete geographical areas as Inupiaq names? Do they retain the same function and 

grammatical construction as Inupiaq place names? 3) What, if anything, can comparing 

this set of words in the lexicon in Inupiaq and English tell us about the effects of 

language shift on the culture and community of White Mountain, Alaska?

The outcome for this research on a small scale is to explain the use, distribution, 

naming patterns and grammatical construction of place names in Inupiaq and English for 

the community of White Mountain, Alaska. On a more generalized level this research 

will address the effects of language shift on a particular set of words in the lexicon and 

use of those words by the community. Comparing social patterns and use of toponyms 

before and after language shift will demonstrate the effect* or lack there-of, of language 

loss on particular cultural practices.

1.2 Outline

In the next chapter I will discuss the phenomenon of contemporary language shift 

and language extinction, as well as present a brief history of linguistic relativity theory, 

and the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis. Included is a description of the intersection of these 

two theories and thoughts on how this thesis can contribute to understanding the effect 

language loss on culture.



Research for this project was conducted in White Mountain, Alaska. In chapter 

three I will give a history of White Mountain and the since abandoned, pre-historic 

village of Igafuik. Chapter three also includes a contemporary ethnography and describes 

how language shift has occurred in White Mountain.

Chapter four is a further discussion of place names. First is a brief literature 

review of place name research with Inupiaq and Inuit speakers. This will include a 

typology of Inupiaq place names. Following is a description of how stories are connected 

with Inupiaq names in White Mountain. Next I will explain ways in which information 

that is not a story can also be referenced through place names. I will explore why some 

Inupiaq place names are translated and some are not. Next I will give English place 

names used in White Mountain, how they came into being, and what they indicate. Last I 

will discuss names, both English and Inupiaq, as boundary markers.

In chapter five I will conclude the previous four chapters, clarify findings from 

this research and discuss research possibilities to further pursue the outcomes from this 

project.

1.3 Methods

Inupiaq and Yupik toponyms were collected both through library and field 

research. William Sheppard and Katherine Koutsky, in conjunction with the 14 (h)(1) 

section of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act conducted research on place names 

and historical sites in the White Mountain region. Their work has been published in two 

volumes (see bibliography) and some of the transcripts of their tapes are available in the 

Rasmussen Library at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. Both resources were used as a
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way of collecting primary data (place names) and to cross reference data I collected while 

doing fieldwork.

The Kawerak Native Corporation Heritage Program generously allowed me to 

copy two tapes of a 1980’s Elder’s Conference held in Nome. At this conference a group 

of elders from White Mountain were tape recorded discussing Inupiaq and Yupik place 

names from the area and the places were mapped. The elders involved in this project 

were Billy Komakhuk, Agnes Komakhuk, Nora Ahwinona, Aaron Simon, Ruth Simon, 

Jenny Kowchee, Tom Brown Sr., Robert Apok Jr., and Mary Lincoln. Agnes Komakhuk 

made a list of the names discussed at this gathering. That list was then given to Dr. 

Lawrence Kaplan, an Inupiaq linguist at the University of Alaska Fairbanks, for further 

phonetic analysis. The map burned in a fire of the Kawerak building, but the tapes 

survived and were used extensively on this project. These tapes proved to be 

indispensable, especially since all but two of the elders who participated in that 

conference have since passed away. Again with extensive help from Dr. Kaplan, the 

place names recorded on the tapes were analyzed for phonetic, morphological and 

semantic content. They included some names that were no longer in use by the 

community and served to remind elders that are still in White Mountain what names they 

had forgotten over the years.

Fieldwork was conducted to augment the current lists of Inupiaq and Yupik 

names in the literature and record oral histories and information associated with those 

names, as well as map the area. Fieldwork was carried out during four weeks in August 

and September of 2003 and five weeks over June and July of 2004. Interviews were done
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with both elders and younger members of the community. Of six elders interviewed in 

the village, only one was still willing and able to travel upriver to site-verify and explain 

certain place names. When possible, stories were verified by more than one elder. 

However, this project would certainly have never been as extensive or as fun as it was 

without the explicit help of one elder in White Mountain, Steven Agloinga. Steven was 

an absolutely invaluable resource in the community in his ability to remember and use the 

Inupiaq language and oral histories from the area. He was an invaluable resource, patient 

with newcomers, and full of wisdom and life. Much of the information contained in this 

thesis is a direct result of instruction from Steven Agloinga2.

Place names I collected were originally recorded on 1:63,000 United States 

Geological Service (USGS) topomaps. Interviews with elders and other members of the 

village were conducted with these topomaps and place names were mapped out while 

interviews occurred. When consultants agreed, interviews were recorded onto tapes in 

the first summer and by digital recorder during the second summer. Most interviews 

were done in the village with maps spread out on the floors of houses or other buildings. 

At these times interviewees Would have to orientate themselves to the maps and point out 

locations. Even for people who had not used maps extensively, I was surprised by 

people’s ability to understand the orientation of a three dimensional space in a two 

dimensional representation. This was even true to the extent that people could point out 

where the map had errors.

2 Stephen passed away in November 2005, and with him disappeared volumes of information and histories 
from the area. It is impossible to calculate the breadth of knowledge that we have all lost since his passing. 
His name is printed and work acknowledged here with the permission of his family.,



When possible interviews were carried out in a boat on the river, at a particular 

site, or out in the country traveling by four-wheeler. These interviews were more 

difficult to record, but instigated much more lively discussion. Often consultants were 

able to remember a greater number of toponyms or recall stories that accompanied those 

toponyms when we were on the water or out in the country.

English toponyms were collected in much the same way as Inupiaq toponyms. 

Most interviews with monolingual English speakers ages 18-40 were not taped. People 

in this age group were more hesitant to be recorded and I could do nothing but comply. 

Some English names were cross-referenced with topomaps and a few were found on hand 

Some English names were cross-referenced with topomaps and a few were found on hand 

drawn or small printed maps from the turn of the century that are located at the Carrie 

McClain museum in Nome, Alaska. All of the names found on the map and analyzed in 

the following thesis were used in conversation by members of the White Mountain 

community.

The maps compiled in this thesis were digitized from USGS maps that had been 

written on by myself and members of the White Mountain community. Despite an 

original intent to mark coordinates of named places with a global positioning system 

(GPS) to better record their precise location, this was impossible due to the sheer number 

of sites named and location of these sites, which were often up a steep slope. Coordinates 

given for particular locations are approximations, based on community mapping, not a 

GPS reading. The maps themselves will be made available to all households in the 

village of White Mountain.



1.4 Transcription and Translation

The Inupiaq language has four vowel phonemes, [a, i, i and u] all of which can be 

combined and/or lengthened. The [i] is an ala phone for [i] and so there are only 3

vowels in the orthography. There are 22 consonant phonemes in Inupiaq. The following 

chart compares the phonetic sound to the orthographic symbol.

Table 1: Inupiaq Phonetic Chart

Bilabial Labiodental AlveolarPostalveolar. Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal

Plosives <p> <t> . <k> <q>
[pi w  , ttl l i

Nasals <m> <n> <n> <n>
[ml i t ig

Fricative <v>, <v> <s> <sr>,<r> <kh>,<g> <qh>,<g> <h>
K  t i [S] iiM [x], [ Y ] [X],[K] [h]

Lateral <f>,<l> <t>, <!>
Approx. H i t t iL  t e ]

The Fish River or White Mountain dialect of Inupiaq also contains the voiceless affricate 

[tj], which is unique to all other Inupiaq dialects and is probably a borrowed sound from

nearby Yupik speaking villages (Larry Kaplan: personal communication 2004).

Inupiaq place names were recorded phonetically by me, or were recorded in the 

Inupiaq orthography by a local resident, who speaks Inupiaq and has studied the language 

at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. He is comfortable and precise with Inupiaq



orthography. Names were cross-referenced with the Kawerak tape (which had been 

phonetically analyzed by Larry Kaplan) or in Koutsky or Sheppard’s work.

Semantic analysis of place names was conducted using three different methods. 

First consultants translated the meanings of the names whenever possible. Local 

translations into English highlighted information implied by the names that are not 

apparent in more formal semantic and morphological analysis. This was done for many 

place names, but consultants could not translate all place names mentioned on the 

Kawerak tape. Second I broke the place name into morphemes and attempted 

morphological and semantic analysis. All of this work was double checked by Inupiaq 

linguist Dr. Lawrence Kaplan. Dr. Kaplan helped identify certain morphemes and the 

meanings for many Inupiaq place names. When translation of an Inupiaq name is not 

cited to a person specifically, it is to be assumed that translation was completed in a 

collaboration between the author and Dr. Lawrence Kaplan.

By these three methods most of the Inupiaq place names collected have been 

translated into English. There are still a number of Inupiaq toponyms which were unable 

to be analyzed for semantic meaning. Place names are often very localized pieces of a 

language, making them difficult to analyze and understand without complete mastery of a 

local dialect. Place names are also often older forms of language. A word can fall out of 

use in a language while remaining a place names. Because of this, names are sometimes 

difficult to unravel, particularly if the older form of speech is in no way recorded or used. 

Also, in this area some of the names are of Yupik origin. This also makes semantic 

analysis difficult. A borrowed word is sometimes difficult to recognize both to linguists
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and to local dialect speakers using the word. Because place names are often very 

localized, retain older forms and lexical items of a language, and in this case were 

sometimes borrowed words, there are instances when translation into English was 

impossible. In the place names list at the back of this thesis, Yupik words are noted when 

they could be identified by the author. Because the phenomenon of language shift has 

occurred so rapidly in White Mountain, there are Inupiaq toponyms that have fallen out 

of use and could npt be translated by residents and Inupiaq speakers in White Mountain



Chapter 2 Language Shift and Linguistic Relativity

12

Obviously we must do some serious rethinking of our priorities, lest 

linguists go down in history as the only science that presided obliviously 

over the disappearance of 90% of the very field to which it is dedicated 

(Krauss 1992: 10).

2.1 Language Shift and Language Death

The phenomenon of language shift and language death occurring in the world 

contemporarily is astounding. Like climate change, or decreasing biodiversity, neither 

the causes nor the effects of language shift are well understood, but the fact of the 

phenomenon is certain. Unlike the problem of gauging the flux or deterioration of 

diverse cultures in an increasing globalized world, language loss is concrete to the extent 

that recent literature on language loss is accompanied with pictures of last speakers. 

While not more significant, language loss as opposed to cultural loss is, to a great extent, 

more definable. “The loss of cultural identity is essentially an ideological realignment, 

while language death is meant in some scientific sense as the loss of most or all of an 

ancestral linguistic system” (Woodbury 1992: 4). That languages die and are dying 

rapidly is, by most scholars, uncontested. While it is certain that language extinction 

occurred throughout history, the wide scale extinction faced today is at least 

unprecedented since the history of linguistics as a field of study (Dorian 1993: 579). 

While linguists disagree as to the exact number of threatened languages, they agree that



half of the world’s languages are moribund, i.e. “not effectively being passed onto the 

next generation” (Foundation for Endangered Languages 2004).

It is difficult to determine the number of languages in the world, or numbers of 

speakers of those languages. First, as Krauss points out, some languages, perhaps many 

languages, remain unstudied and little is known about them, including their viability 

(Krauss 1991: 4). Also, it is difficult to predict whether, over long periods of time, a 

community will be able to maintain diglossia, speaking traditional language at home and 

speaking a more widely-used language such as English, Spanish, or Mandarin Chinese 

“in the market.”

While difficult to establish and continually contested, language statistics repeated 

throughout the literature from respected scholars give rise to growing concern. It is 

generally agreed that there are approximately 6000 languages spoken in the world. Of 

these, 90 percent of the world’s population speaks only the 100 most-used languages. 

Only 600 languages have over 100,000 speakers (Nettle/Romaine 2000, Foundation for 

Endangered Languages 2004, Grenoble/Whaley 1998, Lee/ McLaughlin 2000). The 

Foundation for Endangered Languages estimates that 52 percent of languages are spoken 

by fewer than 10,000 people and that 28 percent are spoken by fewer than 1000 people. 

Eighty-three percent are restricted to single countries. Number of speakers and 

distribution of languages over political boundaries have shown to increase a language’s 

viability over time. However, most languages of the world lack large numbers of 

speakers or distribution across more than one nation. This has led Krauss to estimate that 

only 10 percent of the world’s languages are safe from extinction (Krauss 1992: 6).



Krauss argues that the key indicator to whether a language is safe from extinction 

is whether or not children are learning the language as a first language or mother-tongue. 

In North America Krauss estimates that out of 187 languages still spoken, 149 are no 

longer being learned by children. He says:

languages no longer being learned as mother-tongue by children are 

beyond mere endangerment, for, unless the course is somehow 

dramatically reversed, they are already doomed to extinction. ... Of the 

Native North American languages still spoken, 80 percent are moribund 

(Krauss 1992: 6).

In Alaska the language situation is similarly dire. Alaska is the “cradle of 

civilization” (Krauss 1980: 1) of two North American language families, Eskimo-Aleut 

and NaDene (which includes Athabaskan). In 1995 Kwachka reports that there were 

36,800 speakers of five Eskimo-Aleut languages and 6,110 NaDene-Athabaskan speakers 

(Kwachka 1995: 19). Of all twenty Alaska Native languages (including Haida and 

Tsimshian, which are not included in the Eskimo or Na-Dene language families), only 

Siberian Yupik and Central Alaskan Yupik are being learned by children as their mother 

tongue, and thus safe from extinction within the next generation. The other eighteen 

languages are in highly threatened stages of language shift leading to language death. 

Revitalization efforts have, to date, been ineffective in significantly reversing language 

shift in Alaska.
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2.2 The Linguist Responds

“Beyond the transmission of acquired and tested knowledge, we need 

other languages for the insights they give us into the way things may be -  

we need them for those alternative world views” (Dalby 2002: 284).

Confronting the phenomenon of rapid language death occurring in the world, 

linguists have expressed a growing concern about the deaths of language and about what 

those deaths mean to human culture and humankind. While expressing this concern both 

to the academic community and the world at large, linguists have tried to make the case 

that languages are an important system of human knowledge, the loss of which has 

implications beyond affected communities and outside of academia. To do this, linguists 

have pointed out that language is linked to such things as habit, behavior, human 

intellect, human purpose, and human culture.

One of the foremost scholars on saving threatened languages, Joshua Fishman, 

makes the argument that:

Specific languages are related to specific cultures and to their attendant 

cultural identities at the level of doing, at the level of knowing and at the 

level of being. Such a huge part of every ethnoculture is linguistically 

expressed that it is not wrong to say that most ethnocultural behaviors 

would be impossible without their expression via the particular language 

with which these behaviors have been traditionally associated (Fishman 

2001:3).
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Here Fishman links cultural behavior to language, asserting that as language shift occurs, 

the behavior of people, being an expression of culture, will also be altered.

Ken Hale states the ‘simple truth’ of language by saying, “of supreme 

significance in relation to linguistic diversity, and to local languages in particular, is the 

simple truth that language -  in the general, multifaceted sense -  embodies the intellectual 

wealth of the people who use it” (Hale 1992: 36). The logical extension of Hale’s 

argument is that as the language is lost, the intellectual wealth of a people is 

compromised.

Krauss has stated:

Surely, just as the extinction of any animal species diminishes our world, 

so does the extinction of any language. Surely we linguists know, and the 

general public can sense, that any language is a supreme achievement of a 

uniquely human collective genius, as divine and endless a mystery as a 

living organism (Krauss 1992: 8).

Here two arguments surface. The first is a comparison to the biological world and 

accesses the position that biodiversity is desirable. Krauss implies that a system of 

heterogeneous languages, like an ecosystem with heterogeneous species, is more likely to 

be resilient. In this section he also appeals to the “divine” mystery of language. He 

alludes to the fact that languages and language capacity are essentially a mystery to 

linguists and implies, ‘we don’t know what we’re messing with here’ reminding us of 

similar ethical dilemmas in other fields of science.

Krauss says in another work:
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If Alaska Native languages die I frankly do not know what future there is 

for Alaska Native cultures. Language is in my view the most essential 

part of a culture. I do not know to what extent a culture, an identity, a 

nation, can survive without its own language (Krauss 1980: 89).

Here Krauss expresses the idea that there is a link between language and culture, 

rephrasing the sentiment, ‘If you lose a language, you lose a culture.’ The argument is 

that linguistic homogeneity will lead directly to cultural homogeneity, which implies the 

complete annihilation of smaller (in terms of population, economies, and power) cultures.

The arguments made above are intellectually thought provoking, seem to make 

common sense, and -  particularly in the case of Krauss and Hale -  come from 

observations over full careers of studying endangered languages. These arguments are 

also emotionally appealing. As the world mourns the extinction of animal species for the 

sheer loss of a natural and complex creature, so it seems instinctual to mourn the loss of a 

human language. Emotional appeal is a useful tool in lobbying efforts and collective 

action. Facing this epidemic of historically unprecedented death among the world’s 

languages, linguists realize their arguments must not appeal only to language scientists, 

but must appeal to a wider audience.

2.3 The Problem with Language Shift and Culture

Linguists, such as Hale, Fishman and Krauss, often assert correlations between 

language and culture, behavior, intellect, and so forth, but rarely are these assertions 

combined with references to case studies that support those correlations. This is because 

case studies dealing specifically with language shift and its effects are rare, and in fact,



these relationships have been virtually unstudied. Reasons for lack of case studies of 

how language and culture are actually correlated are probably extensive and varied. One, 

no doubt, is that most linguists interested in language death are preoccupied with 

recording and analyzing dying languages, an enormous task in and of itself. Another 

problem, however, has historical basis. For the last fifty years, most linguists have 

consistently and decidedly avoided studying the correlation between a particular language 

and that language’s relationship to or effect on human culture, thought or activity. This is 

due, in part, to the controversy surrounding what has become known as linguistic 

relativity theory* or the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. Defending language as an integral part 

of culture or individual worldview by appealing to common sense seems reasonable, but 

as linguists in the 1950s found out, proving the hypothesis is more difficult. The 

perceived failure of the linguistic relativity theory coupled with the rise of the cognitive 

sciences and the search for linguistic universals, I argue, took attention away from 

understanding the implications of a particular language on the human experience and 

subsequently left linguists with little more than anecdotes when talking about the effect 

of language loss on other facets of human life. The history of the linguistic relativity 

theory and its legacy today is an interesting and important tool to understanding the 

contemporary difficulties linguists face when trying to support linguistic heterogeneity.

2.4 Linguistic Relativity

Few ideas have captured the attention, interest, and subsequent consternation of 

such an outstanding range of disciplines as the idea of linguistic relativity. While the idea 

of linguistic relativity itself has been traced to and through theorists over the ages,



including Herodotus (Fishman 1985, 457 ), Aristotle (Schlesinger 1991, 8), Johann 

Herder (Fishman 1985 452), Boas, and, most notably, Sapir, among others, it is 

Benjamin Lee Whorf, who is most often credited for two distinct contributions: 1) 

drawing academic attention to the relationship between language, thought, cognition, and 

reality, and 2) structuring the argument simultaneously more exact terms and in more 

mystic terms” (his italics) (Fishman 1985: 460). In a series of letters, essays, academic 

papers, and notes discovered and reprinted posthumously, Whorf s ideas about the 

relationship between language, thought, and cognition have been reconstructed into the 

now famous Whorf-Sapir hypothesis or linguistic relativity theory.

There is a struggle among academics to even delineate what it was that Whorf 

actually meant and the degree to which he meant it. In the literature on the Whorf-Sapir 

hypothesis and/or linguistic relativity theory, varying definitions are offered.

1) This hypothesis claims that the vastly differently structured languages 

of mankind lead their respective speakers to vastly different views and 

experiences of reality, of nature, of life itself (Fishman 1985,452).

2) Linguistic relativity is a hypothesis about meaning -  that the meanings 

expressible in one language may be incommensurable with those 

expressed in another (Gumperz, Levinson 1991, 614).

Paul Kay endorses Roger Brown’s 1976 conviction that “Whorf appeared to put 

forward two hypotheses:”

\9



3) Structural differences between language systems will, in general, be 

paralleled by nonlinguistic cognitive differences, of an unspecified sort, in 

the native speakers of two languages.

4) The structure of anyone’s native language strongly influences or fully 

determines the world-view he will acquire as he learns the language. (Kay 

1984, 66).

The list of definitions could go on; indeed Schlesinger has noted, “by a curious 

irony the evaluation of [Whorf5 s] view on language has been determined largely by the 

respective writer’s world view” (Schlesinger 1991, 7).

Linguistic relativity is a polarizing hypothesis. Critics feared linguistic relativity 

would lead back into the maze of social Darwinism and/or ethnic relativism (Lucy 1997, 

294), and that concentrating on cultural differences (as opposed to universals) in 

cognition was dangerous. Proponents such as Fishman felt and continue to feel that 

Whorf was actually the champion of small, non-European languages, insisting that every 

language had particular advantages to human life because every language had particular 

ways of structuring and explaining the world. Both camps lacked empirical evidence. 

After a famous study by Carroll and Casagrande in the mid-fifties failed to produce 

conclusive results (Carroll and Casagrande 1958), the hypothesis itself fell out of favor 

(Fishman 1985, 457).

It is this same polarized argument between language universality vs. language 

specificity that linguistic relativism has found itself in the middle of contemporarily. In 

1991 the Wenner-Gren Foundation held an international symposium entitled “Rethinking
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Linguistic Relativity.” In a summary paper of the conference Gumperz and Levinson 

explain that historically the neglect of linguistic relativism came about as the cognitive 

sciences began their search for universalities in human cognition (1991: 614). A search 

for universal grammar also focused linguistic studies on cognitive categories through 

exploration of universals in human language. Simultaneously the field of anthropology 

began neglecting language as a primary focus of study. As Gumperz and Levinson point 

out:

In anthropology there is a tendency to yield to other disciplines any 

empirical specialisms that may emerge in the study of mankind. Since the 

rise of highly technical and successful formal approaches in linguistics, 

there has been a corresponding decline in anthropological interest in 

language (1991: 622).

While anthropology was continuing to celebrate cultural pluralism at the neglect 

of both language and universalities, linguistics was neglecting the linguistic relativity 

theory, and the search for diversity among languages was exchanged for the search for a 

set of universals.

These two sets of research priorities have recently begun to intersect again.

There has been a recent change of intellectual climate in psychology, 

linguistics, and other disciplines surrounding anthropology, as well as in 

linguistic anthropology, towards an intermediate position in which more 

attention is paid to linguistic and cultural difference -  such diversity being



viewed within the context of what we have learned about universals 

(Gumperz, Levinson 1991: 614).

Levinson has demonstrated this intersection in his work on spatial conception differences 

among different cultural groups (Levinson, 1996). This type of research demonstrates 

new possibilities for a reformulation and reemergence of the linguistic relativity theory, 

but does not do this in the context of rapid language shift.

2.5 The Intersection of Linguistic Relativity and Rapid Language Shift

Linguists who work with dying languages make claims about those languages’ 

value to the people who speak them and the importance of maintaining ancestral 

languages. By doing so these linguists have already, to some extent, accepted linguistic 

relativity theory. If languages were not inherently and individually meaningful systems, 

an argument for the importance of linguistic heterogeneity would not exist. Surprisingly 

however, linguistic relativity theory and the phenomenon of rapid language shift and 

language death hardly ever appear in the literature together. Linguists quoted in section 

2.2 claim that language death affects human culture, behavior, and intellect, but generally 

studies have not been carried out to examine the extent to which language loss is actually 

correlated to these other human phenomenon. I argue that it is because linguistic 

relativity theory was difficult to prove, polarizing, and because the field of linguistics 

began to focus primarily on the universals of language, that case studies examining the 

effects of language shift and language death on culture were not explored in great detail.

There are notable exceptions to this. Patricia Kwachka and Anthony Woodbury 

have examined the relationship between language death and culture in specific instances
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and with mixed results. Kwachka maintains that, while losing indigenous languages is a 

process that should not be trivialized:

because our [linguistic] research in language shift contexts usually 

consists solely of salvage documentation (grammar and dictionary 

production), we have failed to observe the sociolinguistic processes at 

work and therefore have overlooked those cultural traits which endure and 

express themselves in the new language (Kwachka 1995: 19).

Looking at the discourse level of analysis, Kwachka has shown that culturally valued 

discourse structures were successfully transferred from Koyukon Athabaskan to local 

English patterns during and following the process of language shift.

A final and, I believe, a most important factor is that the Koyukon people 

have been able to transfer and permute a very important cultural pattern at 

the discourse level -  the tradition of the narrative (Kwachka 1992: 70).

Kwachka and Basham have noted a similar phenomenon in the use of English modals in 

college essays from Native Alaskan students, noting that “we have found that these 

students systematically exploit specific aspects of English grammar to encode their own 

distinct social values and pragmatic perspectives” (Kwachka, Basham 1989: 130).

These findings have led Kwachka to question whether language death affects 

ethnic identity as strongly as linguists assume. She writes, concerning language shift and 

assimilation:

Despite our expectations regarding assimilation, many of these 

communities have maintained a strong sense of ethnicity. This is
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especially true in Alaska, but the tenacity of Native American and t 

indigenous communities worldwide should be ample evidence that our 

models of sociolinguistic change require revision (Kwachka 1995: 19).

Anthony Woodbury has also studied the impact of language death on culture. 

Woodbury defends the proposition that “interrupted transmission of an integrated lexical 

and grammatical heritage spells the direct end of some cultural traditions and is part of 

the unraveling, restructuring, or reevaluation of others’’ (1992: 5). His case study focuses 

on the use of demonstratives in Yupik. Woodbury points out that demonstratives are a 

large lexical category in Yupik when compared to other languages, including English. 

Demonstratives in Yupik, Woodbury argues are part of a larger artistic and 

communicative system employed by Yupik story tellers that add layer to narrative and 

essential cultural context of the story that are impossible to translate into English.

Thus what would be lost if Yupik were lost, would not only be what can 

be reified as a demonstrative system, but a set of expressive ways or 

techniques that a highly integrated, lexicogrammatical inheritance 

facilitates in a focused cultural context (Woodbury 1992: 15).

What Kwachka, Basham and Woodbury have in common is that they have 

examined particular lexical items and/or grammatical structures during and after language 

shift has occurred in order to gain a better understanding of what happens to cultures and 

communities when an ancestral language is lost. This thesis will offer another case study 

in this area of research.
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2.6 Contributing to the Question of Language and Culture

This case study dbes not contribute directly to what is classically considered 

linguistic relativity theory. John Lucy argues there are three variables that are found 

consistently in any discussion of linguistic relativity theory: language, thought, and 

reality (1997: 294). This study does not intend to look at the correlation between thought 

and language, per se, or how perceptions of reality are affected by the language a person 

speaks and so would necessarily change as language shift occurs. Instead I am interested 

more in tracing the effects, if any, of language shift on culture. The influence of 

language on culture, or more particularly, the influence of language shift on culture, I 

argue, has been neglected in academic study, partially because of the legacy of the 

linguistic relativity theory.

Linguists dealing with rapid language shift often talk about how language affects 

culture. But these linguists rarely refer to case studies that outline how and in what 

manner cultural phenomenon is affected by language shift. There is a distinct difference 

between culture -  a social phenomenon -  and thought or cognition -  an individual 

phenomenon. Instead of focusing on the process of thought, as Lucy is doing, this study 

focuses on the content of social memory, the body of knowledge that is archived in social 

memory and passed on through appropriate cultural mediums. In this way, this study can 

examine if and how a particular body of cultural information is being affected by a shift 

from the traditional language to the English language. Contemporarily linguistic 

relativity theory has been considered in broader terms, particularly with the correlations 

between language and culture, and my work is consistent with this trend.
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This study is adniittedly limited in its use of language as a system. Steven 

Levinson’s work on spatial conceptions across languages and cultures deals not only with 

the semantic meaning of words, but also how, through words and ideas, people conceive 

of the space around them. Words, in this case, have direct cognitive correlates, and it’s 

the spatial conception he is interested in. I do not begin to look at how cognition or 

‘world view’ are affected by language shift. This is primarily due to my lack of fluency 

of Inupiaq, the traditional language spoken at my field site; and my own hesitancy to try 

and explain a cultural world view aside from my own with regards to this topic of place 

and history.

There has also been recent work on understanding how metalinguistic cues and 

the circumstances of a speech event affect the meaning of language. William Hanks 

offers the example that a man walks into a kitchen in the morning and says to a woman 

on the other side of the room, his wife, “Good morning sweetheart,” and gives her a kiss. 

This speech event, Hanks points out, is quite different from the same woman walking 

down the street a few house later, hearing, “Good morning Sweetheart,” along with 

catcalls and unbecoming gestures from strangers (1996: 23). In these cases it is the 

ideas and values that the woman has about these circumstances that directly affect her 

perception of the meanings of words. My study, again, does not explore the pragmatics 

of speech events. I am concentrating only on semantic analysis and how information is 

transferred. It is important to note that I am not making any statements about how people 

in the community feel about that information, or how information is perceived under 

different circumstances.



In contrast to the theories outlined above, my study has few parts and is a 

relatively simple case study of how language shift directly affects a community and a 

culture. By narrowing the field of study to one part of the lexicon, place names, in the 

ancestral language and the replacement language and looking at related cultural 

phenomenon, I hope to show how significant effects of language shift can be seen in 

relatively small data sets. Hopefully this case study will also allow researchers to make 

predictions about larger sociolinguistic factors affecting a culture and a community.
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Chapter 3 White Mountain and the Igafuiljmiut

3.1 White Mountain and Igafuik

White Mountain is located on the west bank of the Fish River, near the head of 

Golovin Lagoon, on the Seward Peninsula in Alaska. Prior to 1897 the location of White 

Mountain was only significant to the extent that a hill there called Nachirvik was used by 

the people upriver as a lookout site. It was only after the gold rush began that White 

Mountain became a strategic location in the transport of goods and gold. Gold Was found 

at Council near the turn of the century and an easy route to the new mining village was 

via the Fish River. The new population of miners and merchants could not bring a barge



or large boat any farther up the Fish River than the current location of White Mountain, 

and so a business of trade and transport developed. Boats would dock near the 

contemporary village of White Mountain and goods were transferred to smaller boats 

and/or small barges which could be pulled by horses (A. personal communication 2004). 

Goods were then transported upriver to Council. A roadhouse was built at the village site 

(S. personal communication 2004). Miners were followed by missionaries who 

established a church and school in White Mountain, followed by more formal federal and 

eventually state-run institutions.

A prehistoric Inupiaq village lies ten miles up the Fish River at the confluence of 

the Fish and Niukluk rivers. This village site was called Igafuik; from the Inupiaq word 

for fish, Igafuk. Families associated with this village and/or Inupiaq speakers who 

hunted and fished along the Fish River made up the Igafuigmiut; people of the Fish 

place, or river. Depressions from sod houses are still visible at the site and local residents 

have found artifacts in the surrounding area.



Figure 2: The Historic Village of Igafuik

Until the beginning half of the nineteenth century Igafuik served as a permanent 

winter settlement. The Igafuirjmiut were sea mammal hunters, as were most of the tribes 

in the Bering Strait region, but were not exclusively so. The tribe also fished extensively 

in the summers and hunted caribou when possible (Ray 1975: 104). Because of the 

Yupik Settlements on the coast and uncertainty about the relationships between these two 

groups of people, it is difficult to determine whether the Igafuirjmiut depended on sea 

mammals over fish and land mammals or visa versa. During the spring, when food 

supplies were running low, families dispersed to the Bendeleben and Darby mountains 

where they hunted and trapped squirrels (Sheppard 1983: 46). This practice seemingly 

continued through at least the 1950s as a consultant of mine outlined where his family 

traveled every spring to hunt siksrit; or ground squirrels.



Summer typically was, and remains, a plentiful time on the Fish River. During 

the fishing season today, the humpy or pink salmon come through the Fish River in the 

biggest numbers, though king/Chinook, dog/chum, or silver/sockeye are also found. In 

the past the most plentiful fish on the river was most likely the dog/chum salmon, as in 

White Mountain today the generic word ‘salmon’ always refers to the dog/chum salmon. 

In the past, families scattered along the Fish River and its tributaries to catch and dry fish 

with gill nets or a seine. Summer was also the time to collect plants, berries, roots and 

various types of greens. In late summer and early fall caribou were hunted. (Sheppard 

19-21). Fall and spring was also a time for seal mammal hunting. Ray notes that the 

Igafuiljmiut people had social ties to Atnuk, which allowed them access to coastal areas 

(1975: 137). Bearded seals and young spotted seals also travel as far as Golovnin Bay 

and into the mouth of the Fish River where they continue to be hunted today.

In winter most families who made up the Igafuiljmiut would gather at igafuik 

where at least one quagior men’s house was located. Sheppard, who did a small survey 

of place names and historical sites in 1983, makes the claim that igafuik was only one of 

a number of over-winter sites occupied by the Fish River people, “despite its historical 

prominence and the importance ascribed to it by Fish River people today” (1983: 25). 

The prehistoric village of igafuik was probably the largest winter settlement of the Fish 

River people, and, as Sheppard notes, remains a symbolically important site for 

contemporary residents of White Mountain. Families would gather at igafuik for the 

months of November, December and January. Sheppard points out that these winter 

meeting sites, scattered all over the Seward Peninsula, were not places of high winter



subsistence yield. Instead these places were chosen because of being centrally located, 

which allowed easy travel between communities on the Seward Peninsula (Sheppard 

1983: 64).

When the igafuiijmiut came to the Fish River and with whom they associated 

once they got there remains a mystery. In the early 19th century Yupik people who spoke 

the Unalit dialect occupied the southern part of the Seward Peninsula, including the 

coastal areas east and west of Golovnin Bay. Ray notes, “according to the traditional 

occupancy pattern of a small river, one of the groups would have claimed its entire length 

at one time” (1975: 105). If the Fish River tribe inhabited the Fish River from the 

headwaters to the bay, they would have been situated as a wedge between Unalit 

speakers. Ray believes that the igafuirjmiut may have moved into the Fish River 

drainage in the middle of the nineteenth century (1975: 105), though I disagree. Yupik 

place names in the area that continue well upriver from the prehistoric Inupiaq village of 

Igafuik help confirm that the Fish River was inhabited at some time in the past by Yupik 

speakers, but dialect similarities between the Fish River dialect of Inupiaq and the Yupik 

language indicate that the igafuirjmiut were probably in the Fish River area before the 

nineteenth century.

Some scholars believe that the Igafuirjmiut were originally part of the Qawiaraq 

Inupiaq speakers who lived farther to the west in the contemporary villages of Mary’s 

Igloo, Teller, and the Nome region. “According to some White Mountain residents, the 

Fish River people are the descendants of the Qawiaraq speakers who moved east many 

years ago” (Sheppard 1983: 15). Besides speaking roughly the same dialect of Inupiaq,
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there is also evidence that the Igafuiljmiut tribe kept close ties to the Qawiaraq Inupiaq 

speakers even after they moved to the Fish River for subsistence activities. Place name 

data gathered for this project shows a flat area northwest of Igafuik that was referred to as 

Igafuiljmiut Qawiaragmiut Atjuniagviat, which translates to ‘Fish River people and 

Qawiaraq People’s Hunting Place’. This area marks a corridor through the Bendeleben 

Mountains that would have connected the Igafuiljmiut tribe with the other Qawiaragmiut 

tribes and would have allowed for easy travel between the two larger settlements.

There were probably also prehistoric ties to the Unaiiq speakers on the southern 

coast. There is evidence in the oral history from the area of interaction between the 

Unaiiq speakers and the Fish River tribe. One consultant said, speaking about a time 

when southern tribes came to “make war” with the Igafuiljmiut people that

They (a southern, probably Athabaskan tribe) wanted to claim the whole 

river here. So maybe they decide to gather themselves up and make army, 

just like army going after any country, just like when Japan open from us, 

America. Japan wanted to claim everything from around here, so they 

make just like Japan. But they just lost. ... They (the Unaiiq tribes) send 

runner from maybe Elim or Golovin or them Cape Darby people ... from 

dowii that way who have a pity for the people that they know (S. summer 

2003).

The story says that people from the southern coast of the Seward, which Ray (1975: 137) 

has identified as being Unaiiq Yupik speakers, saw the southern tribes approaching the 

Fish River and sent a runner to warn the Igafuiljmiut village that an enemy was
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approaching. This story marks the Unaiiq as an ally in war from invading tribes. Ray 

also points out that collaboration between the coastal village of Atnaq and the 

Igafuirjmiut village of igafuik allowed the igafuirjmiut access to coastal hunting. It is 

seems clear by surveying data from the literature and oral histories that there was 

significant, even if infrequent, interaction between the Yupik and Inupiaq tribes along the 

coast of the Bering Sea, at the boarder between these two large language families.

This interaction is also verified by dialect differences between the igafuirjmiut 

and other Qawiaraq tribes, whose dialect is most similar to the igafuirjmiut. The 

igafuirjmiut dialect shows a phonemic influence from Unaiiq dialects. In the igafuirjmiut 

dialect the voiceless affricate /tJV phoneme replaces the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/, as

in the Unaiiq dialect. This sound change occurs in no other dialect of Inupiaq. The 

phonetic influence of the Yupik tribes on this dialect of Inupiaq helps confirm that the 

Igafuirjmiut had probably inhabited that area prior to the mid-1800s, despite Ray’s theory 

that the igafuirjmiut came to the Fish River just before the gold rush, and helps confirm 

interaction between groups.

The later half of the 19th century and the beginning of the twentieth century 

marked enormous changes in the population of the Seward Peninsula and changes in 

lifestyle for the igafuirjmiut. Most significant, perhaps, was the first major gold 

discovery by prospectors on Ophir creek, a tributary of the Niukluk in 1897. This was 

followed by nearly twenty years (1897-1915) of traffic on the Fish River as gold fever 

brought thousands of miners to the Seward Peninsula, many of who traveled the Fish
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River. As mentioned before, the current location of the village of White Mountain was 

the point in the river where barges were forced to unload and transfer their cargo by 

smaller boats or dog team. A common story still told in White Mountain is how miners 

would barge goods upriver by horse drawn scows. Roadhouses for traveling miners also 

began to spring up along the Fish River. At least three are remembered by White 

Mountain residents, the remnants of which, including buildings, a rusty safe and other 

dilapidated pieces of equipment and infrastructure can still be seen. In one place on the 

river an old truck, now nearly completely rusted out, 70 miles away from any road, lies in 

the willows (see figure 3 on following page).
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Figure 3; Evidence of the Gold Rush

Today on the Fish River there is still ample material evidence of the gold rush and of the 

abandonment of those materials from the mining population upon their departure.

The significance of the gold rush for the Igafuiljmiut people is many-fold. Men 

began to work dredge crews. Some women married miners. Christian churches and 

western educational systems became influential factors for the Inupiaq population. Local 

residents of White Mountain today say that at some point, in order for their children to 

school without having to leave their families, the village of igafuik decided to relocate 

permanently to White Mountain, where a government subsidized orphanage, turned



boarding school, had been set up in 1927 (S: personal communication 2004, Anderson 

and Eells in Koutsky 181: 95).

However, influences of westerners began even before the gold rush. Starting in 

the mid-eighteenth century disease epidemics took significant tolls on the Native 

population. The 1918 flu epidemic in particular ravaged the southern coast of the Seward 

Peninsula. Koutsky attributes the decimation of smaller settlements on the southern coast 

of the Seward to early twentieth century epidemics (Koutsky 1981: 140). The 

Igafuirjmiut suffered less from this epidemic than the southern tribes. Residents of White 

Mountain today claim that men from the village with guns were posted on surrounding 

hills to ward off anyone who was approaching and could have possibly carried the flu. 

The oral record also testifies to a quarantine in place for the village. In one story three 

white men were found dead in a tent and were left there, without being buried, in order to 

protect villagers from the flu. My consultant says of this story:

It makes sense, too, you know that they didn’t, that these people around 

here didn’t want to catch their flu, or whatever sickness they had. ... They 

got a name for it in the hospital, so you can’t go into their house, you have 

to talk to them through the phone or through the windows. I mean, close 

doors, and that’s what these Eskimo people did, they didn’t want to go 

near that tent (S. summer 2003).

In the wake of these epidemics, survivors often relocated to larger populations and many 

times Christian missionaries took over care of children who were orphaned. The current 

population of White Mountain is made up mostly of the igafuirjmiut people relocated
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from Igafuik and survivors of the flu from other villages which had been devastated and 

abandoned.

3.2 Contemporary Ethnography
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Figure 4: Kids from White Mountain

Anthropologists who have studied the Fish River area and the Seward Peninsula 

in general have made a concerted effort to develop an historical analysis of tribes, 

migration, and subsistence activities of traditional lifestyles on the Seward Peninsula. 

Koutsky (1981), Sheppard (1983), Ray (1983, 1975) and many others have focused their 

work on lifestyles from traditional, pre-historic Inupiaq society up to the early-mid 

twentieth century, including the impacts of reindeer herding and gold mining to Native 

communities. What seems to have been neglected, however, is contemporary, 

twentieth/twenty first century ethnographic work on the villages in the Seward Peninsula.



While anthropologists have a difficult time discerning what Inupiaq culture was prior to 

1835 and the beginning of European exploration Of Norton Sound, what Inupiaq culture 

is now is perhaps an even greater mystery.

White Mountain today is a complex society, as are all societies, and the co

existence of traditional and western culture is palpable, if uneasy to separate. Like many 

communities in rural Alaska, suicide attempts, alcoholism, drug abuse, and physical or 

sexual abuse is problematic, but these problems are not exemplary of daily life in the 

village. There is a unique and easy joy of and for living in White Mountain, correlated to 

a profound sense of community and place, connections between people and the land 

around them.

The threads of daily living and life that can be sharply contrasted amongst 

anthropologists as Inupiaq and/or Western culture is less easily separated in White 

Mountain today. Varied stories of Inupiaq traditions, such as how to prepare a squirrel 

correctly so its spirit doesn’t scare you when you’re out hunting in the tundra are told 

along side tales about military service in Korea or work in Seattle. Picking berries during 

the fall or spring hunting for seals are done and discussed, as are scholarship 

opportunities and bible scriptures. People in White Mountain today are as competent at 

writing grants and discussing modem music and politics as they are at building fish racks, 

seining, and preparing black meat (dried seal meat). Inupiaq culture and western culture 

are understood locally to be two different things. Traditional food, traditional hunting, 

the old ways are identified locally as being different activities from watching television
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or playing board games, but people move fluidly between these two categories in 

discourse and activity.

There are 204 people in White Mountain, according to the 2000 census. Eighty- 

six point six percent of the population is Alaska Native. The Alaska Native population in 

White Mountain is made up of both Yupik and Inupiaq people and there has been much 

intermarrying between Yupik and Inupiaq people* resulting in some bilingual and 

trilingual (Inupiaq, Yupik and English) people from the area. The Inupiaq population of 

White Mountain mostly, but not exclusively, is descended from the Igafuirjmiut. While 

many people in White Mountain today have both Inupiaq and Yupik heritage, most 

people are related to the Fish River people in some way and consider themselves part of 

the Fish River ‘tribe’ that, as Sheppard has said, existed as a “real geographic and social 

entity” (1983: 15). Most people in the village, particularly those ages 35 and younger, 

consider themselves to be a part of the igafuirjmiut tribe and, in fact, very few of the 

younger people I spoke to identified themselves as being of Yupik descent. That people 

consistently identify with the Fish River tribe has been explained by one resident as way 

of connecting to the river itself and a result of the pride that arose from having survived 

hardships. He says:

Partially, when I think about it, even the older people that identified so 

strongly as being Fish River Tribe people were from the coast. They were 

not really Fish River Tribe people. I think the fact that the ones that 

survived the sicknesses; they survived and ended up moving here and . 

being able to live here and have a pretty good life here and to survive,
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there s not only an identification with the river, but the fact that people 

survived whatever they survived to get here and to live here, and the fact 

that they re here, even though all those white people, the miners and 

everybody that came, that settled here briefly left, all those people left. (R: 

summer 2004).

This consultant also pointed out that the Fish River is the source of travel, food, most 

traditional activities and most recreational activities of the people in White Mountain. 

Sheppard has categorized the 19th century igafuirjmiut as those people who subsisted off 

of the Fish River and shared a common dialect. This definition applies today to the 

population of White Mountain as well. In all practicality, therefore, the Igafuirjmiut tribe, 

though slightly reconstructed, has maintained itself intact and in place through hundreds 

of years and periods of intense social and cultural change.

Permanent non-native residents in the village are nearly exclusively 

schoolteachers, the village police officer, and the preacher and his family. There are no 

roads in or out of the village. Travel to and from White Mountain is mostly through 

small aircraft, though access via boat and snow machine is possible. (Department of 

Commerce 2004).

Similarly to prehistoric times, the people of White Mountain continue to have 

strong ties to the southern part of the Seward Peninsula, to the western Qawiaraq Inupiaq 

villages of Teller and Mary’s Igloo, and to the hub city of Nome. When an elder of the 

contemporary village of Elim (located on the southern coast of the Seward) passed away, 

people from White Mountain who could travel easily by boat traveled down to attend the
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funeral. Travel to and from Nome is common for work, education, groceries, and 

socializing; but there is also travel to and from Nome and other western villages to pick 

berries.

It is difficult (and beyond the scope of this paper) to determine how much food is 

harvested locally and how much is bought from the store, but it is clear that many species 

of fish and game that were harvested traditionally continue to be harvested by the 

community. These species include all types of salmon, bearded seal (ugruk), seal, 

caribou, moose, tomcod, beluga (rarely), wolverine, and wolf. Squirrels were the one 

species that was, until the last 30-50 years, harvested as a staple during the lean 

springtime for Igafuirjmiut people. Of my consultants, none harvested squirrels 

contemporarily. There is a general agreement among residents in White Mountain that 

significantly fewer people hunt, trap and fish now than at times in the past and on more 

rare occasion. Local residents consider their food to be divided into the categories of 

traditional food or non-traditional food. Specific times when traditional food is often 

served is when people are at camp, traveling on the river, when preparing food for elders, 

or often when preparing food for guests. Traditional and locally harvested foods are 

highly valued.

Cultural revitalization efforts have taken place all over Alaska in the last 20 years. 

White Mountain is no exception, but the visibility of this revitalization has not happened 

in the same way as in other parts of the state. Tlingit (Southeast Alaska) linguists Nora 

Marks and Richard Dauenhauer note that, “many community dance groups have 

flourished in the last twenty years ... [as] traditional regalia and performance are very
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appealing and are outward manifestations of ‘the culture’” (1998: 69). The traditipn of 

dancing and ivory carving have, in some villages on the Seward Peninsula, also become a 

thriving tradition and marker of cultural pride. In White Mountain, however, there is no 

Inupiaq dancing group and ivory carving there is, compared to other villages on the 

Seward Peninsula, a rare occurrence. A few years ago a grant received by the school 

attempted to revitalize the dancing tradition in White Mountain (Marino 2002: 6-7) by 

bringing in a Siberian Yupik dancer to work with school children. While workshops and 

performances were locally considered successful, no long term dancing tradition was 

reinstated.

Many of my consultants speak highly about the contemporary village of White 

Mountain. It is a village in which tenure of teachers is high, scholastic achievement 

compared to neighboring villages is above average (C.P. personal communication 2004), 

the salmon population has not plummeted (unlike most of the rivers to the east), kids can 

play outside at all hours, and there is a sense of community. One consultant and friend of 

mine was a young mother who moved back to White Mountain because she felt it the best 

place to raise her children. There is also a clear pride in the Inupiaq and Yupik heritage of 

the village. However, most consultants expressed, to differing degrees, frustration about 

rapid changes in White Mountain. There is a genuine sense of loss, a feeling that local 

history as well as local language was taken rather than abandoned.3 A friend and 

consultant says

3 This is not to say that every community member agrees on what traditional culture means, and what today 
should be done to preserve that culture. Of course there are a multitude of ideas and opinions in the 
community. I included the quote above only because consistently my consultants, of all ages, expressed a 
sincere desire for knowledge about the past and expressed grief over loss of that knowledge.
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It is easy to grieve, the fact that someone can come in from outside and 

bulldoze over an entire people’s history and language and culture with no 

real sense of remorse or retribution or trade, and with no offering of 

anything better or in place of What people are then reduced to is sort of a 

shadow of themselves. ... (R. Summer 2004).

3.3 Language Shift in White Mountain

One thing that unequivocally changed during the last 100 years in White 

Mountain is the language spoken by the Igafuirjmiut. In the village today members of 

the community aged 70 and up generally speak fluent Inupiaq. People ages 70 to 40 can 

generally understand some Inupiaq, but do not speak it. People ages 40 or younger are 

generally monolingual English speakers.4 Rapid language shift in Alaska is widespread. 

Out of Alaska’s 20 Native languages, only two are being learned by children as their 

mother tongue (see section 2.1 this publication). When no children are learning a 

language as their first language, threat of extinction is imminent.

The Inupiaq language in Alaska is split into four different, but mutually 

intelligible dialects: the North Slope, Maiimiut, Qawiaraq and Wales. The Igafuirjmiut 

speak a version of the Qawiaraq dialect. Locally igafuirjmiut Inupiaq is considered a 

different dialect from other Qawiaraq dialects. While linguistically considered one 

Inupiaq dialect, local residents are correct in pointing out distinguishing characteristics of 

the igafuirjmiut dialect of Inupiaq from the other Qawiaraq dialects. Differences include

4 This is excepting two members of tiie community who attended Inupiaq classes at the University of 
Alaska, Fairbanks. While instruction at the University is in a different Inupiaq dialect, the two members of 
the community are able to converse with Igaluiqmiut speakers.
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the /tj/ phoneme, as mentioned previously, and lexical differences. In 1980, Krauss 

estimated that the entire population of Qawiaraq speakers was 500. Today in Wliite 

Mountain at most there are five fluent Qawiaraq igafuirjmiut speakers.

While languages are dying all over the globe, varied sociolinguistic circumstances 

precipitate the loss of language and dialect in each particular community (Kwachka 1992: 

163-64). Also varied, both statewide and locally, are the responses community members 

have towards the loss of their native language. Kwachka writes of Koyukon Athabaskan, 

that “Koyukon attitude toward language is more pragmatic and instrumental than 

aesthetic or emotional” (1992: 70). I cannot speak to a community consensus, but loss of 

the ancestral Inupiaq language is an extremely emotional subject for some of my 

consultants.

Two distinct events occurred which drastically influenced language loss in White 

Mountain, the gold rush, and the coercion of missionaries and educators. Sheppard 

believes that the former was the more important factor in speeding language loss (1983: 

123). It is not clear, however, whether learning English for business purposes during the 

gold rush necessarily precipitated losing the local Inupiaq dialect. Local acceptance of 

bilingualism was probably much more common from members of the igafuirjmiut than it 

was from monolingual English speakers.

It is not clear how long bilingualism in Yupik and Inupiaq had a tradition on the 

Fish River, but there is evidence of cooperation and alliances between coastal Yupik and 

the igafuirjmiut Inupiaq (Ray 1975: 105, 115). Whether these alliances relied on some 

members of society to be bilingual or not is also uncertain, but it is probably a mistaken
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presumption to make that, at its inception, learning English necessitated losing the Native 

language, particularly if people were accustomed to a bilingual society.

It is also clear that during the gold rush, the Igafuirjmiut gave miners humorous 

Inupiaq personal names. Of one miner, a consultant of mine said:

This person have his own habit, like breathing out every once and awhile.

He’d blow the air out of his lungs. He’d make his lips move. Then, they 

name him Puiqtagayuk. That’s just like blowing balloons, blowing 

something with the air (S. Summer 2003).

When S. told this story, he demonstrated by flapping his lips in a hilarious, exaggerated 

way, obviously making a joke. Puiqtagayuk translates roughly into ‘to inflate’, 

obviously a prank moniker for the miner. In a similar story, S. told of another person 

whom the igafuirjmiut named during the time that “Council was growing” (the gold rush 

period). In this case, presumably a miner who didn’t hit it rich “used to cut little 

Christmas trees and cut them and sell them to these richer people to decorate ... and they 

call him, my father, them people started calling him Unaqchiayaacp (S. Summer 2003). 

Unaqchiayaaq translates to Tittle tree’.

While seemingly small details, these linguistic acts of translation, humor, and 

creativity indicate that the igafuirjmiut language was still viable and growing, making an 

Inupiaq reality of the changes during the gold mining period. The act of naming 

incoming miners with humorous Inupiaq names indicates that while the two language 

groups interacted, there remained a separate Inupiaq community where jokes and 

conversation were in the Inupiaq language between Inupiaq people. It was the next
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generation, people who had children after the gold rush industry had dwindled that were 

insistent on teaching their children English.

Despite the obvious advantage to speaking English in order to participate in the 

Western economy in the region, there is no direct evidence that economic benefits to 

knowing English precluded the need to abandon the Native language. In other words, 

learning English did not necessitate losing Inupiaq.

Michael Krauss says of reasons for language loss in Alaska, that even more than 

whaling industries, gold rushes, and the canning industry, the establishment of church 

missions and schools affected Alaska’s languages (Krauss 1980: 21). This proved to be 

true in White Mountain as well, where an orphanage was built early in the twentieth 

century (R: 2004) and was converted into an industrial school in 1926 (Anderson and 

Eells in Koutsky 181: 95). The first generation to teach their children English as a first 

language were students at this school.

It is difficult to discern the reasons why a community would give up an ancestral 

language. Kwachka has reasonably pointed out to me that it is unlikely that there is one 

ultimate cause for language loss and that language shift is not typically considered in 

simplistic terms, particularly in the community where language shift has occurred. It is 

the case, however, that nearly without exception, when asked about language shift in 

White Mountain, residents attribute the shift from speaking Inupiaq to speaking English 

to the establishment of the local school. One of my consultants (I: 2003) bitterly 

remembers being punished for speaking his “own” language. Similarly, a younger 

consultant in White Mountain who was a monolingual English speaker still used the
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possessive “our” when speaking about Inupiaq. He and other people in his age group, 

18-35, also pinpoint the establishment of the school as being the major cause of language 

shift in White Mountain.

The situation today, as mentioned before, is that only a few elders are left who 

speak the language. There are at least two younger people from White Mountain who are 

able to speak some Inupiaq, one having been brought up by her grandmother, and one 

having taken classes at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks (UAF). One of the UAF 

students, who has a strong interest in the language, has recorded some of the Igdfuirjmiut 

dialect using the North Slope dictionary as a template. At last word this resident was also 

teaching a language class, unsponsored by the school district, to interested students in the 

village. There is a bilingual program at the high school where children are taught Inupiaq 

by a local bilingual speaker. This program has been met with mixed reviews by local 

residents, and some expressed frustration at the level of comprehension that students 

achieve. Despite these efforts of language revitalization, it remains the case that by all 

my accounts, English is spoken as the primary language in every household. There are 

no monolingual Inupiaq speakers in the village. As a result and of significance to this 

research, English place names are used almost exclusively.
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Chapter 4 Place Names

4.1 The History o f Place Names in Inuit Country 

To begin with, a definition:

Place name: a culturally meaningful notion for native speakers ... that 

may be reliably distinguished from nonce forms, descriptive constructions, 

and “topographic generics” such as “river,” “hill,” or “lake” and (b) that 

the geographical locations of the places named may be specified and 

utilized by and thus familiar to members of the speech community (Hunn 

1994:81).

Place names will be understood in this paper as outlined by Hunn’s definition 

above, with a few exceptions. First, while proper place names do not include topographic 

generics, if a “generic” name, such as ‘lake’ exists for only one of the many geographic 

features of ‘lake’ in a linguistic community, then the word ‘Lake’ may be considered a 

proper place name. In San Francisco or New York, “the City,” is a proper and specific 

name, despite appearing linguistically generic, and dependent only on context and 

location. A second point is that while place names must be “familiar to members of the 

speech community” this does not necessitate that different members of the speech 

community must share the same set of place names. Obviously different people in the 

same speech community may not share the same internalized list of place names. Place 

names will be thought of as such as long as they are social in nature, meaning they are 

shared between two or more people presently or in the past.
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In the late 19th century Franz Boas was interested in northern arctic place names 

and mental maps people developed over the land (Boas 1888). Whether Boas recogriized 

an ethnographic information system in place names in general, or whether the 

particularity of Inuktitut place names proved themselves to be particularly rich is 

unknown, but toponymic work by Boas was a consistent if not central area of study 

throughout his fieldwork (Keith 2000: 8).

Following important works by Harrington in 1916 and Lounsbury in 1960 (Basso 

1996: 44) there was a noticeable neglect by researchers working with indigenous groups 

in the contiguous United States to the study of place in general, place names in particular, 

during much of the twentieth century. Indeed Keith Basso comments:

with the notable exception of Frederica de Laguna’s long-delayed 

monograph on the Tlingit, I know of not a single study written by a 

linguist or anthropologist in the past twenty years that deals extensively or 

in depth with the place name system of a North American tribe (Basso 

1996:44).

While this is undoubtedly true of tribes in the Lower Forty-Eight, Basso failed to mention 

other notable place name work continued by Arctic, specifically Alaskan and Canadian, 

anthropologists. For anthropologists who work in Inuit, Inupiaq and Inuktitut 

communities place names have remained a provocative area of study. In 1973 Ludger 

Muller-Wille carried out a study, the Inuit Toponomy of the Central Canadian Arctic, 

which remains unpublished. More importantly for this study, Dorothy Jean Ray 

dedicated a chapter in her 1983 book Ethnohistory in the Arctic: The Bering Strait
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Eskimo to place names. In this chapter Ray outlines the nature of place names for the 

Inupiaq people on the Seward Peninsula, as well as providing a list of names, both proper 

and generic, and descriptions of their features.

Alaska Native place names have continued to be recorded and studied in the arctic 

for both land claims and academic purposes. On the Seward Peninsula there have been 

three notable place name studies in the last thirty years, including heated and ongoing 

research centered on place names to determine historical use and property rights of 

Native Alaskans. A section in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) in 

1971 determined that historical and cemetery cites selected under article 14(h)(1) could 

be claimed by local tribes. The deadline for tribes seeking appropriation of land was June 

1, 1975. Outlines for what constituted ‘historical use’ was outlined by the Department of 

the Interior in 1974 (Koutsky 1981: xvi) and anthropologists and archeologists were 

deployed throughout the state, often relying on place names as the primary data set for 

proving historical use of sites by local populations. This was an enormous undertaking. 

To date, nearly thirty years later, the research continues and site selection and settlement 

remains incomplete.

Out of the three place names studies on the Seward Peninsula, two have been in 

conjunction with article 14(h)(1) of ANCSA. Katherine Koutsky and William Sheppard 

have both released working papers through the National Park Service and the University 

of Alaska in conjunction with settling land claims for Native Alaskans according to 

ANCSA. The notable restrictions on this work is that:
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time limitations forced site discussions to be made only on unappropriated 

lands, with no time available for discussions of sites within village 

selections or on Native allotments. Almost the entire coastline of Seward 

Peninsula and Norton Sound had already been selected by village 

corporations as village lands under Section 12 of ANCSA. These lands 

were also the most intensively used areas for traditional nineteenth- 

century economic activities (my italics) (Koutsky 1981: xvii).

As place name work was done in conjunction with a political process of repatriation of 

historical sites to local tribes, land that the tribe or tribal members had already claimed as 

part of ANCSA was not included in the research. In some cases, this meant, as Koutsky 

points out, the most exploited areas of the land were left out of the study. Despite this 

limitation, maps and toponym lists from both Sheppard and Koutsky are extensive. Both 

Koutsky and Sheppard compiled lists for the White Mountain!/gafui/jmiut area and their 

work served as a base for my own research. Other research on Inupiaq place names on 

the Seward Peninsula in the last thirty years was the work by Susan Fair (1997). Fair 

conducted her research in Shishmaref, a village off the western coast of the Seward 

Peninsula.

4. 2 A Typology of Inupiaq/Inuit Place Names ,

In 1981 Ray commented that:

though the [Eskimo] names are no longer needed for spatial orientation or 

even communication, in effect, they once held a tribal territory together,
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provided mnemonic guides for travel and for utilization of resources, and

forged a permanent and identifiable bond with the land (Ray 1981: 256).

The consistency of place names studies in Inupiaq and Inuit areas of the arctic 

over time has demonstrated the rich ethnographic information embedded in place names. 

Anthropologists have looked at Inupiaq and Inuit place names to determine land/human 

relationships, seasonal migration patterns and areas of exploitation (Sheppard 1983) and 

typologies of naming practices (Keith 2000, Ray 1981), among others.

Working with the place names of the Harvaqtuurmiut Inuit tribe from Nunavut 

and existing literature on North America indigenous place name research, Darren Keith 

(2000: 28-36) developed a seven-tiered classificatory typology of Inuit place names. The 

categories to follow were outlined by Keith, but examples are provided by data from this 

project.

1. Geographical/Literal-Descriptive Place Names: this category is mostly

made up of names that have some geo-spatial reference, or physical land description. 

From my data, a name such as Qakfuguk ‘deep place in river’ would fit into this 

category, as would Niiqfupaaq ‘northern most one, mouth of a river’.

2. Mythological Place Names: Keith distinguishes between mythological and 

historical place names and narratives saying that mythological characters acted and 

moved about the land “in that mythical time” (Keith 2000: 31). I have no correlates to 

this specific type of category except perhaps the place name: Uunaqtuq Tiijmiaqpalik or 

Tiqmiaqpa/ik which roughly translates to ‘hot big eagle/bird’. This bird is said to have
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been big enough to pick up whales with its talons and made its home at a hot springs on 

the Fish River.5

3. Historical Place Names: This category refers to place names that reference a 

past event. Agnatquksrat “old women” refers to an island where two old women were 

said to have passed away one day while picking berries.

4. Spiritual Place Names: This category refers to place names that refer to 

places of spirits or places where spiritual practices occurred. Ironically, Keith himself 

has no place name in his data set that falls into this category. One place name I collected, 

Putu “hole”, refers to a hole in a rock that resembles a door and it is said that if one 

passes through the hole in one direction, he/she must pass out through it the same way or 

her/his spirit will be caught in “another world” and won’t leave the mountain, even if 

his/her body does.

5. Resource Place Names: This category designates areas to be exploited for 

animal or plant harvesting. An example of this category is Igafuktuliq Tots of dog 

salmon.’

6. Metaphorical Place Names: This category refers to a landform that is named 

after something it resembles. As Keith says, “human and animal body parts are the most 

popular metaphors” (2000: 36), but other metaphors exist as well. Examples of this are 

Quluchuukiik ‘woman’s chest/breast’ and Akugvik ‘place that looks like a ladies’ skirt or 

parka hem’.
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7. Human Activity Place Names: This category refers to places where human 

activity occurs, often activities having to do with subsistence harvesting. An example is 

Nachirvik ‘place to look out’. This refers to a strategic hill where members of the tribe 

could scout both game or enemies.

The categories identified by Keith are certainly common in my data set and are useful 

in pointing out reoccurring themes of toponyms. Listing them here also limits for the 

reader from all possibility of categories of names into a finite list of name types. Place 

name typology work exists ultimately in order to draw comparisons between different 

typologies so that universal toponymic categories may be generated and important 

differences pointed out. There are, however, problems with this sort of place name 

typology work.

First, when dealing with a culture and language different from your own first 

language and culture, it is likely that categories will be imposed upon a data set, instead 

of categories emerging from the data. The classic example of this occurs in the typology 

above. As Malcom Crick points out distinctions like “rational” and “mystical” are often 

categories of western typologies imposed onto a data set and worse, are often used to 

distinguish between “us” and “them” (1982: 291). Clearly stories exist that are 

considered by everyone as mythical, such as enormous birds tirjmiakpalik who can pluck 

whales from the ocean. However, in every culture there is enough gray area between 

these two categories to cause problems.

The second problem is in nuances of language. As I am not a fluent Inupiaq 

speaker, the minute insinuations and fine distinctions of words, meanings, and names are
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easily missed. There very well may be particular symbolic meaning attached to some of 

the names that remain illusive.

The third problem is that names can fit into more than one category. For 

example, /tkigupaaq ‘place with hard wood’ is a resource-harvesting site. The hard 

wood, however, was used by the Igafuirjmiut people to make bows and often bows were 

made at that site (P. summer 2004), so this place is also a human activity site. Another 

example is the place called Akfaqtaq ‘brown bear’ or some association to the brown 

bear, which suggests a resource harvesting area. This is also a place where a brown bear 

mauled an important tribal member. Because of these difficulties, I use the typology 

identified by Keith as a guide to place name information, but do not attempt to map these 

categories onto the entire data set.

4. 3 The Stories Written Here: Inupiaq Toponyms and Framed Learning

Inupiaq toponyms are considered an important lexical category in the community 

of White Mountain. When I began to explore the idea of studying toponyms I wrote to 

the tribal coordinator of White Mountain to ask whether, in his opinion, the community 

would be interested in participating in a mapping project. His response was surprising. 

He wrote that the community would be greatly interested and that locally a project to 

record place names had already begun, but had not been fully carried out. Out of all the 

word sets possible to record, the category chosen by the community prior to my inquiry 

was place names.

In the literature, as well, place names in Inupiaq communities seemed to serve a 

particularly important, if unclear, function. Ray, as quoted in section 4.2, says that place
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names “forged a permanent bond with the land” and later she says, “Place-names 

systematized territorial features within a tribe, and provided the Eskimo with continuity 

to the land from time immemorial” (Ray 1981: 228). Fair writes:

Ties between place, place-names, and the verbal arts form an integral part 

of the lives of Inupiaq residents of Northwest Alaska. ... Toponyms, 

names of places, are cultural artifacts, to be certain, but they are also 

vehicle and symbol of cultural ideology (Fair 1996: 111).

During one of the first days of fieldwork in the summer of 2003 I met the man 

who became my key consultant and friend, a meticulous oral historian in his own right. 

Before we started the interview S. echoed Fair’s statement, saying, “And every name that 

are written here, there are stories about them.”

While place names among the tgafuirjmiut have traditionally been an important 

set of words in the lexicon and are today considered important cultural artifacts, it is these 

stories that are the essence of and underlie the importance of place names on the Seward 

Peninsula. Many of the names known and recalled by elders on the Seward Peninsula 

were explicitly attached to information and stories gathered by their tribe for generations.

S. insisted that all of the place names in the /gafuitjmiut territory had specific reasons for 

being there, and reasons to remember them. As one consultant said, “There’s no need for 

a place to have a name if you don’t have a good reason to remember it” (C. fall 2005).

Inupiaq place names are considered to be attached to the land, and resist change 

over substantial periods of time (Ray 1983: 228). James Kari, a linguist with the 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks has also shown with his work on Athabaskan place
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names that typically place names remain a stable part of the lexicon through generations 

(1989, 138), making them an ideal mechanism for storing information as part of an oral 

tradition.

As place names, particular in the lexicon for resisting change, remain salient 

through generations, information attached to those names also retains its salience. In this 

way place names themselves serve as a vehicle for passing on information across 

generations, a way to inscribe information onto the land inhabited by a particular tribe. 

Considering this, the historical event, land description, taboo, or spiritual practice by 

which a place received its name is not an etymological coincidence, but rather, an 

intentional exploitation of place names to recall a particular piece of information. The 

event is “written” into the land in short-hand, to be augmented by information passed on 

through the oral tradition. Place names act as a mechanism by which information is 

inscribed into the lexicon or social memory with a co-existing, tangible counterpart in 

space, a place and a name. Typologies of names inquire how place names can be 

categorized by definition. Among the Igafuiijmiut perhaps the better question is what 

information is the place name trying to convey? These place names, passed down over 

time, act as the shorthand to a text of specific stories, information, and knowledge, 

authored by people of the past and retold in successive generations.

4.4 The Convergence of Place Names, Language Shift and Culture

Fieldwork in White Mountain and a literature review of place name work among 

Inuit and Inupiaq communities of the north reveal that place names in the Inupiaq/Inuit 

language are important sets of words in the lexicon, which play a role in passing on
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important survival, cultural, and historical information across generations. In essence 

these words are a subject, a course in the traditional Inuit/Inupiaq education, and the 

information attached to these place names make up a body of archived knowledge 

developed and remembered over thousands of generations. The question that the 

following data will try to answer is: if and how this information is maintained through 

language shift and the subsequent loss of these Inuit/Inupiaq place names? In the 

following chapters I will give specific examples of information that is passed through 

place names. These include historical accounts, taboos, and resource markers, among 

others. I will show what information was embedded in Inupiaq place names and how and 

if that information has survived language shift. I will also give examples of the English 

names that have come into use among the White Mountain community and what new 

information those names have embedded into the land.

4.5 Histories and Places

The commemorative place-names, accompanied by their stories, continue 

to accumulate, each one marking the site of some sad or tragic event from 

which valuable lessons can be readily drawn and taken fast to heart. And 

these names, too, like their more descriptive counterparts, have a poetry of 

their own, a song they sing, haunting and provocative, in a voice as old as 

Apaches on the land (Basso 1996: 28).

Place names on the Fish River record historical stories important to the 

Igafuirjmiut tribe, though unlike Basso’s reference Inupiaq historical place names do not 

always reference a sad or tragic event. The best example of historical place names is a
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story involving three place names that occur in succession up the Fish River and 

sequentially in the narrative. The story is about a war that occurred between a southern, 

invading tribe and the igafuirjmiut. The eventual success of the igafuirjmiut is dependent 

on particular actions that occurred in specific locations along the Fish River. The story 

begins near the contemporary village of White Mountain at irigvik.

(1) Irigvik

[ i  ^  i k  v i k ]

To hide place 

“hiding place”

No corresponding English name

Feature: slough full of willows which has since dried up

According to two knowledgeable elders, the southern tribe in umiaqs (large skin 

boats) are said to have been comirig through the bay and up the Fish River in order to 

make war with the igafuirjmiut people and claim the river as their own. A coastal tribe 

from the pre-historic village of Atnuk saw the southern tribe in umiaqs heading up the 

headwaters of the Fish River and “took pity on those people that they knew” (S. personal 

communication 2003). The people from A tnuk who knew the igafuirjmiut scouted the 

approaching enemy tribe in qayaqs (kayaks). At irigvik the scouts hid their qayaqs in 

the willows around the slough and went on foot oVer the land to the igafuirjmiut village 

to warn their friends that enemies were approaching.
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And so that’s why they call it irigvik. To hide their qayaq; in them trees 

there, there must have been a lot of trees there too. So these people hide 

these qayaqs there and when them people they can see them warriors 

coming up from the river down there, so they left their qayaqs there and 

run up to igafuik (S. personal communication 2003).

The next part of the narrative involves how the Igafuiijmiut prepared for the battle. 

When the Igafuirjmiut heard that enemies were approaching they sent men to the place 

where “they make all their arrows at the same time because they can see the enemies 

appearing from this point” (S. personal communication 2003).

And then from there [igafuik], when these people from igafuik find out 

that them people are coming they start making the bows and arrows and 

that little hill right below our camp, cabin, that little hill right inside the 

trees ... (S. personal communication 2003).

(2) Qagriugvik

[ q a y ^ i u K  vik]

To make arrows place

“place to make arrows”

No corresponding English name

Feature: small hill on the Fish River with views of the headwaters.

When the southern tribe had finally made it to the village of igafuik the 

Igafuirjmiut tribe had devised a plan involving a place called ipigagvik.
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(3) Ipigagvik

[ i p  i k  a  k  v  i k ]

To wade place 

“wading place”

No corresponding English name (translation by Larry Kaplan)

Feature: shallow area in the river near igafuik

The igafuirjmiut wanted to surprise their southern enemy, so they hid across the 

river from Igafuik; abandoning the village itself. Then they sent a “lively” person to 

dance and jump on the rooftop of one of the sod houses. The enemies all turned towards 

the dancing man on the roof and began to shoot at him. But the “lively” person kept 

dodging the arrows until the enemy tribe spent all of their arrows trying to hit him. Then 

the Igafuiijmiut people waded across the river at ipigagvik, ambushed the enemy, and 

were victorious (S. Personal communication 2003).

These places delineate an important historical moment for the igafuirjmiut tribe, a 

moment the tribe defended itself and its territory. When relating this story from the old 

village of igafuik S. made sure I knew that “this is our history, not just a story” (Personal 

Communication 2003). The place names show the progression of the narrative through 

the land. Without a written history, the names inscribe and give physicality to this 

history.



None of the three place names giveh above have corresponding English names. 

The three “places” to Inupiaq speakers are not isolated sit^s on the landscape, “places”, to 

monolingual English speakers. As language has shifted from Inupiaq to Englisli, the 

places have disappeared as bounded and particular locations. As these locations have 

disappeared from the landscape a corresponding loss of information has occurred. One 

younger, monolingual consultant traveled with me during mapping sessions on the river 

when this story was told. Neither he nor other monolingual English speakers with whom 

I worked designated these locations as “places” on the map. They also did not know the 

details of this war story. As the place names are forgotten, the history associated with the 

names is also lost.

This is not always the case. There are stories that have maintained prominence in 

the community despite language shift. These stories, like the ones given above, are 

linked specifically to places in the landscape. When this occurs the place remains 

discrete on the landscape and the story remains attached. The following is an example of 

a place that has maintained its salience as a bounded location in social memory among 

monolingual English speakers.

(4) Aganatquksrat

[ a K a n a t q u k g a t ]

Old woman

English name: Old Woman/Old Lady 

Feature: area along river bank 

The story associated with this place is as follows:
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There was two old ladies in summer time picking berries and they live in 

the same tent and in the evening, that’s the only thing that I can think 

about. They must have had sun stroke or when they go into the cooler 1 

tent, one of them might have a heart attack and lay down and died and this 

other lady came home. She find out that her partner was dead and she 

must have a shock, so it hurt her in shock so much and then she died too.

And that’s why they called it Old lady. ... That’s the only way I can figure 

out they die. They have good health, they eat good. Sure you can eat 

good as long as you have lot of berries (S. Personal Communication 

2004).

This place marks a spot where berries are harvested. In this case, the Inupiaq place name 

has been translated into an English place name. Old Lady is called so, in English, by 

most of White Mountain today. It is still a place where people harvest berries. The Story 

of the old women is known by at least some of the monolingual English speakers in the 

village.

One historical story, previously associated with a place name, continued to 

remained salient in the community without the Inupiaq toponym translated into an 

English toponym. This was the only instance in which an Inupiaq place name had a 

completely different English name yet the historical information associated with that 

place retained its salience in regards to a specific location.

(5) Aninigituat

[a m  n i Ki  t u  at ]
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Exit not 3rd person singular

English name: Camp Hammer

Feature: site located on the river near a fish camp

At this place, three white people were camping in a tent, presumably miners at the 

beginning of the 20th century. Members of the Igafuirjmiut found the three people in 

their tent, dead. Instead of taking them out for a proper burial, they left them in the tent. 

“The Eskimos didn’t want to catch their flu, or whatever kind of sickness they had, so 

they just left them in there and they didn’t take them or attempt. ... It would be when 

you can’t go to the person in the hospital, you know they got restrictions” (W. and S. 

Personal Communication 2003).

None of my consultants knew the etymology of the name Camp Hammer. A 

prominent fish camp is located at this place, and the story is still told. A teacher in the 

village said that one of her grade school children, whose grandparents own the camp, still 

tells this story.

4.6 Place Names, What Else Can They Tell You |

Other information besides oral historical information was embedded in place 

names along the Fish River. Some names had to do with exploitation of resources and 

consultants who knew the names also tended to know information that was particular to 

harvesting and processing that resource. These names are not used by monolingual 

English speakers today.

(6) itkigupaaq

[ i t k i K u p a :  q]
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Where they went to get hard wood for bows” (translated by P.)

No corresponding English name, but located on Cache Creek

Feature: unable to site verify

This place was harvested for wood used in bows, according to P. Along with 

knowing this location as a place to get “hard” wood, P. said that bow-makers would use 

braided sinew in the bows, in order to make them strong. P. attributes this strengthened 

sinew as the reason the Igafuirjmiut were never defeated by their enemies (P. Personal 

Communication 2003).

Some Inupiaq place names marked dangerous locations on the river.

(7) Chikuchui/aqpiaq

[t/ikutjuilaq piaq]

Ice that isn’t completely frozen The real one/first one

“First of the places that never freeze”

English name: mouth of Aggie Creek

Feature: mouth of creek

At this place, Inupiaq speakers said, the river does not ever freeze solid. This can 

be dangerous for travelers either on a sled with a dog team or on snow machines, and also 

marks a place where fresh water can be found all year.

While on the river with an elder and a boat driver stopped at a fish counting 

station run by local White Mountain men who worked for Fish and Game during the 

summer. The elder, S., was explaining to the three local monolingual English speakers 

where this place was located. One of the monolingual English speakers looked surprised
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and commented that he had noticed that area while traveling on the river, but was 

unaware that it had a particular name to mark the spot. The information was known by 

experience to the younger man, but he was not ‘taught’ this dangerous location by 

anyone. In this case, after language shift, knowing the danger came from an individual’s 

experience instead of the social experience of being taught a place name. This spot has 

no proper English name, and is no longer a bounded place on the landscape.

It is difficult to determine whether information about hazards on the land has been 

passed on consistently across generations. It is also clear that my key consultant, S., did 

not consider this information to have been passed on successfully. When he discussed 

this location S. mentioned for the first and only time that he wanted a copy of the map we 

were making so that he could show his kids where this place was, so they could avoid it 

when traveling on snow machine.

Other dangers included a cluster of waterless mountains.

(8) Imijilaq

[ i m  p i l a q ]

“Waterless”

No corresponding English name, but part of the larger Bendelaben chain of 

mountains

This series of mountains are known by Inupiaq speakers not to have a drinking 

water source for those traveling over them. This set of mountains is located east of the 

Fish River and according to S., the mountains to the west of the Fish River do have water 

sources available for drinking water, making them preferable for traveling and squirrel
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hunting. This series of mountains has no English name and the information about water 

resources is similarly unknown. This information was particularly meaningful and 

subsequently handy to S.’s son, R. R. was with his father and me on a mapping trip up 

the river when S. pointed out the Imrjilaq mountains. Prior to this trip he was unaware of 

that place name and unaware that the mountains were particularly free from water 

sources. After learning this information he passed it along.

I was spending time with the kids this weekend and we were kayaking 

down the river and were passing Imrjilaq mountains where there’s no 

water. I pointed it out to them and said those are called the Imrjilaq 

mountains and that means there’s no water, and they were definitely 

engaged. It’s like you could see them checking it off in their brains. They 

paid attention they were like. Hmmm. I didn’t know that (R. Personal 

Communication 2004).

Other place names marked locations inhabited by particular people while 

conducting particular activities.

(9) Umiarjaruaq

[ u m i a ( q )  p a  z^uaq]

Boat using 3rd person singular

“Person who hunts using a boat” (translation by Lawrence Kaplan)

“Where you park your boats” (translation by K.)6
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English name: Battleship Mountain or Battleship

Feature: mountain

This mountain, consultants say, looks like a boat or an umiaq turned upside 

down. A tape made by the Kawerak non-profit corporation of an elders conference 

records elders speaking about place names in and around White Mountain who say that 

this name translates to “looks like a boat.” A local consultant stated that the base of the 

mountain was also a place where people parked their boats and went on land to hunt. The 

mountain was a landmark for hunters and was the end of small rivers that could be 

traveled.

This area on the map was not traveled by boat any longer, and while qayaqs or 

umiaqs could access the shallow headwaters of major rivers, motor boats which are used 

by the community today could not access this area. The etymology of the English name, 

Battleship, was uncertain. No one knew if miners, Inupiaq, Yupik or other people gave 

the mountain the name, nor did any of my consultants know whether or not it had any 

direct relation to the Inupiaq name Umiarjaruaq.

Although there was only one example, one name marked a local taboo.

(10) Putu

[ p u t u ]

“Hole”

English name: Hole in the Rock

Feature: large standing rock on the side of a hill that has a hole in the middle of it
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Putu is a place m which one could lose his or her soul. Consultants said that if a 

person walked through the hole in the rock he or she would have to walk back through it 

in the same way. If this was not done appropriately, for example if the person were to 

leave the side of the mountain without walking out through the hole the way they walked 

m, their “mind would be kind of depressed” and while they could still function as a 

person, a body, their soul would stay behind on the mountain (J. and S. Personal 

Communication 2003). A young consultant also said that when someone walked through 

the hole that their friends would have a hard time finding them, as if they had entered a 

different type of world (J. 2003).

Putu is still a marked place in English. People in White Mountain know this 

place now as ‘Hole in the Rock’ and the taboo associated with this place has remained 

salient in the community. While it seems few people have ventured up to Putu, one 

consultant of mine (20-35 age group) was planning a trip.

The last example of Inupiaq place names marks a place of human activity and the 

roosting spot for a mythical eagle.

(11) Uunaqtuq tirjmiaqpalik

[u: n a q t u q t i g m i a q  p a 11 k]

Hot 3rd person singular eagle big

English name: Eagle Hot springs

Feature: Hot springs

This place continues to be used extensively by the people of White Mountain. 

People travel by snow machine in the spring and winter to soak in the tubs and the water
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is said to have healing properties. Soaking in the tubs or rubbing water on a sore is said to 

relive skin afflictions (eczema, etc.) and arthritis (P. and A. Personal Communication 

2004). Drinking the water is also said to fight off illness or maintain the health of the 

elders (P. Personal Communication 2004). Like with Old Lady, Uunaqtuq 

Tirjmiuaqpa/ikhas a translated English name, ‘Eagle Hot Springs.’

Inupiaq toponyms, such as the ones given above, reveal a well-understood, lived- 

in landscape where history and important survival information is embedded. Other names 

in the data set have information about the best way to travel on the land, about the 

environment, or about ways in which to harvest resources. Agvigyagaq means ‘across 

and over, usually shorter: short cut’, Aniuyaayuuq is the ‘place of first snow’, and 

Arvikchagvik is a ‘place to run downhill’ (site of a caribou jump). By learning Inupiaq 

place names, speakers learned about the land, how to use the land, and the history of the 

land before them.

A consequence of language shift on Inupiaq place names is that traditionally 

isolated and bounded places ceases to be recognized by the local monolingual English 

speaking community, contemporarily. ^Places’ on the landscape such as hunting 

locations, berry patches, and historical sites simply cease to be. As place and place 

names have traditionally had such a prominent importance to Inuit and Inupiaq 

communities, the loss of these places show a significant break from the past. Perhaps 

even more significant than the loss of these specific and bounded places is that the 

information and stories associated with these places are also lost. It seems that place 

names in Inupiaq, their construction and reference to oral histories, act as a mechanism in
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the language through which history and other information is archived and passed on to 

other generations. When these names themselves are lost through language shift, that 

mechanism for passing on this specific information is also lost. As shown in the 

examples, when place names are not translated into English and/or lost through language 

shift, the information associated with them is also lgst from social memory among 

monolingual English speakers. This is important, because it appears that those people 

who continue to speak the Inupiaq language know the information associated with these 

places.

4.7 Grammar and Translation

There are rare occasions when Inupiaq place names are translated into English 

place names. When translation of the Inupiaq name to English occurs, the place remains 

a discrete location on the landscape and in social memory and the information about that 

place, whether historical, resource oriented, or taboo, also does not disappear. As in the 

above examples of Aganatquksrat now ‘Old Lady’ (ex. 4), Uunaqtuq TirjmiaqpahV 

‘To be hot, big eagle’ now known as ‘Eagle Hotsprings’ (ex. 11), and Putu ‘hole’ now 

known as ‘Hole in the Rock’ (ex. 10) information associated with these places continues 

to exist through language shift, unlike their non-translated counterparts. An important 

and interesting question, therefore, is whether or not translation of these names is random 

and coincidental, or whether there is a something systematic in grammar or social 

meaning that lend them to translation and persistence in social memory.
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Functionally, the three places do not seem to have much in common. One is a hot 

spring, one a taboo area, one is a place marked by local history. Grammatically, 

however, all three names that are translated into English are part of the same lexical 

category. They are all nouns. Inupiaq place names generally fall into three lexical 

categories: verbs, such as niijagviayaaq ‘to get angry’; nominalized verbs (most often a 

verb followed by the postbase ‘ i/itf meaning place) such as awa/akchagvik ‘to go around 

place’; and nouns such as magachiaq ‘flat area/lowland’. Nouns, verbs and nominalized 

verbs are distributed fairly evenly through the Inupiaq place name data set. Out of a 

sample of 49 Inupiaq place names, chosen because translation was clear, 20 are nouns, 13 

are verbs, and 16 are nominalized verbs. Conversely, there are no verbs or nominalized 

verbs in the English place name data set from White Mountain. English place names in 

the White Mountain area consist of noun phrases only, often with modifiers such as 

‘North Star Ripple’, or ‘Middle Finger Rock’.

Clearly there is not enough data to make strong conclusions about why some 

place names are translated from the ancestral language to the incoming language. It is 

notable, however, that the only names that were translated into English were free 

standing nouns in Inupiaq, which mimics the grammar of English names. A tentative 

hypothesis drawn from this evidence is that Inupiaq place names that are noun based have 

a greater likelihood of being translated into English and therefore sustained in social 

memory despite language shift.

If this is true, then the lexical category of Inupiaq place names has real 

consequences for the likelihood of translation of that place name into the incoming
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language dunng language shift (Inupiaq -  to -  English). Subsequently, the translation of 

an Inupiaq place name into English typically ensures that the information associated with 

the name is also passed through the generations whom become monolingual English 

speakers. Consistently, when an Inupiaq place name is not translated into an English 

place name, both place and information are lost. Place names concerning warfare with 

the southern tribes (irigvik, Qagriugvik and ipigagvik) are not translated into English 

and the historical information associated with those names is also lost to younger 

generations. In the three examples where the Inupiaq place name is translated, the places 

and the information associated with them remain in social memory.

4.8 English Names, Property Rights, Possession and People

As English has replaced Inupiaq in White Mountain, English place names are 

used exclusively. The English names recorded in conjunction with this research, as 

indicated in the methods section, are not necessarily the names present on the topographic 

maps from the United States Geographical Society (USGS). This research did not use 

place names recorded by cartographers in the data sets, but rather used place names 

employed by the igafuirjmiut people today. Place names are considered such, so long as 

they are used in conversation among people as specific locations and points of reference.

It is necessary to point out that culture is a continually changing thing that is not, 

and in the past was not, bound and static. Despite this, in the past hundred years, major 

events have proved catalysts for rapid changes to the Igafuirjmiut culture. Some of these 

major events are evidenced by the changes in naming patterns on the land. For example, 

many Inupiaq names mark areas exploited by a predominantly subsistence economy, such
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as Machutuuq ‘place with lots of Machu, an edible root’ and Makfaktuliq ‘to have lots 

of bearded seal.’ These names are no longer used by the younger generation of White 

Mountain, even if the places are still harvested.

Interestingly, however, place names in English show the emergence of a western 

economy. Among the English names collected that are currently used by the community 

of White Mountain, by far the largest category was personal possession: Percy's camp, 

Steven's camp, Charlie's camp, Rita's camp, etc. The list goes on. These names were 

used as landmarks, as points of reference (ex. “We went upriver almost as far as Rita's 

camp ), as well as destinations to be reached (ex. “Where are you going? Rita’s 

camp.”).

Considering that in the entire data set of Inupiaq place names, there are none that 

contain a linguistic marker of possession, this shift in naming patterns is significant and 

correlates directly with an important economic shift in conception of land and ownership 

that occurred over the past 100 years. Most directly, the English names correspond to 

Native Allotments conferred by the federal government beginning in 1906.

In 1887 the federal government passed the General Allotment Act, also known as 

the Dawes Act. According to the federal mandate, the head of a Native American family 

in the contiguous United States could claim 80 acres of agricultural land or 160 acres of 

grazing land; a single person over eighteen or an orphan child under eighteen could claim 

one half of this amount (Jones 1981, Case 1984 134-150). The explicit purpose of this 

act, for some members of Congress, was to encourage assimilation among tribes by 

converting reservation, communally held land, into a more western model of personal
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title and land ownership. The General Allotment Act did not allow full land title to be 

conferred from the federal government to the alottee at the time of the claim, but rather 

the federal government held the land in trust for a period of twenty-five years, or longer, 

if the President deemed an extension beneficial. At the end of the bust period, the 

allotee’s land was subject to the laws of the state or territory in which he resided (Jones 

1981) and sale of the land became possible.

The General Allotment Act did not apply to Alaska Natives. A separate act, 

passed in 1906, was the beginning of the allotment process in Alaska. By 1905 the 

United States government was convinced of the success of the General Allotment Act to 

better assimilate the indigenous population of the United States. A 1905 report from the 

General Land Office proposed a bill to grant individual land title to Native Alaskans. 

Reasons cited in the letter include:

The laws enacted to empower American Indians to acquire lands from the 

Government for his individual use have proven, perhaps, the wisest and 

most effectual means of disrupting tribal relations and bringing them into 

a civilized condition; and it is not seen why the giving of similar rights to 

the Natives of Alaska would not have much (the samp) or greater 

beneficial effect, since they are by nature a mbre energetic, industrious 

and frugal people than the American Indians (18 USC 1151 as quoted by 

Case 1984: 135).

The Native Allotment Act of 1906 did not, however, allow Native Alaskans the 

right to full title after a twenty-five year trust period. Instead, the land existed in a. trust
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relationship with the federal government, prohibiting the right of sale indefinitely. Land

claimed was free from alienation or taxation and would be passed to the allottee heirs *in 

perpetuity”.

In the next fifty years, the effects of the 1887 General Allotment Act became 

better understood. As Case has noted, the consequences “Were disastrous. ... In less than 

fifty years, some 90 million acres, or two-thirds of the Indian land base of 1887, and 

generally the most productive, was lost; approximately 90 thousand Indians were left 

landless (Case 1984: 134). Erosion of the indigenous land base was not as extensive a 

phenomenon in Alaska because of the greater limitations on the sale of allotted land. In a 

1956 amendment to the 1906 Native Allotment Act, however, complete title could be 

conveyed to the purchaser after the land was surveyed and with approval of the Secretary 

of the Interior.

Surveying has not occurred in White Mountain to date, and so sale of the 

property cannot occur. Some community members are worried that upon survey and 

approval of the Secretary of the Interior, poverty will drive people to sell their allotments 

and will eventually undermine the White Mountain land base (personal communication 

R. 2005). Community members are currently trying to prevent the survey and possible 

land sale from occurring.

While Native Allotments were available for claim beginning in 1906, the most 

extensive period of claims did not occur until 1969 and 1970 prior to the passage of the 

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA).
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It became apparent in 1969 or 1970 that the settlement of Alaska Native 

land claims would likely mean repeal of the Alaska Allotment Act. This 

gave impetus to a coordinated drive among several agencies, aided by the 

BIA, to assist Natives in filing allotment applications (Case 1984: 143).

During this time 8500 applications were filed in the space of 16 months. Since the 

passage of ANCSA, large land claims have made by village corporations and regional 

corporations. After the passage of ANCSA, allotments could no longer be claimed by 

individuals, but past allotments were recognized as legally binding contracts. This makes 

the allotments some of the only individually owned land in the traditional use area of the 

Igafuirjmiut

English place names in White Mountain today correspond to claims made during 

the push for allotments in the late 1960s and early 1970s. At the time of the claims, the 

traditional Inupiaq names were still in use by much of the community, but over the past 

30 years these names have been replaced by the alottee’s first name (in one case it was a 

family name) and a possession marker, ex. Percy’s Camp. The majority of people who 

filed for allotments are still alive. Fish camps are often used and available to an entire 

family, while ownership remains the alottee’s, who is the head of a family, (generally, but 

not exclusively this person is male) and for whom the place is named. The next 

generation in White Mountain will see the first real division of property from inheritance.

Today these allotment sites, or fish camps, are the location of most subsistence 

fishing activities, particularly seining, and the fish camps continue to be the place where 

fish are processed and hung on racks to dry. No fish camps from the White Mountain
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area exist on the coast, but are rather scattered from the mouth of the Fish River to near 

the headwaters. Contemporary patterns of harvesting fish at these camps are similar to 

the traditional pattern of summer subsistence. Prior to the gold rash, during the summer 

months families scattered from the winter settlement, Igatuik, to family f i s h in g  and 

hunting areas within tribal boundaries. These family fishing areas were usually 

established at the mouths of rivers and were used exclusively by one family, unless 

permission was granted to other members of the tribe (Ray 1983: 160). They were 

patrilineally inherited and could only be claimed by someone outside of the family if the 

site was abandoned (Ray 1983: 16G).

Like traditional family fishing sites, allotments claimed by residents in White 

Mountain are on the mouths of small rivers that feed into the Fish River. Consultants 

forty years old and older recall that until the late 1970s members of the Igafuirjmiut tribe 

continued to spend the summer months permanently at their family fish camps, returning 

to the village at the beginning of the school year. The fish camps claimed during the 

allotment process almost all had Inupiaq names in the past and are identified as 

traditional summer fishing sites. Traditional family fish camps appear to have 

reestablished themselves contemporarily by reappearing as Native allotments, but with 

nuanced changes, some of which are reflected in naming patterns.

(12) Rita’s camp

Inupiaq name: Michak 

[mitjak]

Translation unclear
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Location: Mouth of the Fox River

New Inupiaq name given: Chuurjuq (named after Rita’s mother)

Traditional summer fishing site (Koutsky 1981; Sheppard 1983)

(13) English name: Simon Fish Camp8 

Inupiaq name: Niiqfiupaaq 

[ni:qliupa:q]

Translation: Northern most one (Larwrence Kaplan and author)

Location: Mouth of the Niukluk River (as spelled on map)

This place is used as a fish camp contemporarily. Koutsky claimed this was “just a 

stopping place” (1981: 37). It was considered a summer fishing place and multiple 

family settlement, located in the same place as igafuik by Sheppard (1983: 29).

(14) Percy’s Camp 

Inupiaq name: Igafuik 

[iKakiik]

Translation: Fish place

Location: second mouth of the Niukluk River.

White Mountain residents consider this the traditional Igafuirjmiut village. The 

second mouth was traditionally considered a small passage river called Aiagniq that led 

to the Niukluk River (Steven 2005). Niiqfiupaaq was traditionally used as the entrance 

into the Niukluk River, but is not passable today because it is too shallow (Steven: 2005).

8 Simon is a family name, not a personal name, and is the only on in this series without a possessive 
marker.
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Today the Alagfiq river is used to access the Niukluk River and is considered the mouth 

of the Niukluk. These camps are located relatively cl6se together. They are considered 

the same location by Shepard (1983: 29), but in fact are two different locations and two 

different family land claims.

(15) Steven’s camp

Inupiaq name: /tkigupaaq or Itkium paaga 

[itkiKuparq-1]

Loose translation: where to get hardwood/ mouth (translation by P.)

English name for river: Cache Creek

Traditionally a large summer fishing settlement (Koutsky 1981; Sheppard 1983). 

Culturally and linguistically this change in naming patterns and the continuous 

use of these places mark both cultural change and cultural fluidity over the last hundred 

years. Using the possessive marker in place naming patterns indicates what could be a 

fundamental change in perceptions of land and the ability for an individual to own that 

land. Common conceptions of indigenous America hold that land was not a commodity 

to be owned or possessed and anthropologists and ethnographers of the Inupiat on the 

Seward Peninsula corroborate that assumption.

The essence of Inupiaq worldview regarding land is one of stewardship, 

not private ownership; lands are to be held in honor of generations past — 

with respect for the land itself -  and for future generations. Traditionally, 

no single individual can alter or attenuate this circumstance (Fair 1997:
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Today naming patterns suggest private ownership is one legitimate way of 

knowing and possessing the land. What must be remembered, however, is that, priot to 

land claims or the rise of a Western economy, conceptions of land ownership were that 

one family had usage priority over a particular location and the resources available 

therein. The nuances of this distinction, one of stewardship and priority and/or one of 

ownership is difficult to understand. Prior to the allotment process, land was not 

available for sale or exchange, which, contemporarily is also the case with Native 

allotments. To date, most Native allotments are still family occupied. Traveling upriver 

to fish camps around White Mountain is still done with members of one’s extended 

family. The generation of children in White Mountain today will see these land claim 

areas divided due to death and inheritance. The literature indicates that family fishing 

locations were passed through the male side of the family and, if abandoned, could be 

claimed by others (Ray 1983: 160). It will be interesting to see how naming practices 

and occupation patterns reflect these western inheritance practices.

The marker of possession is an important shift in naming patterns over the last 

100 years, but another shift is just as significant, the use of personal names to demarcate 

the land. Dorothy Jean Ray specifically notes, “Places were not named after human 

beings, inasmuch as association of a personal name with a place-name was conceptually 

improper” (1983: 228). Ray says that humans arid land had particular and distinct spirits 

and so the land was not embedded with a human name and/or spirit. Places and people 

did, occasionally, have the same name and if a child was bom outside of the winter 

settlement, in an isolated location, he or she sometimes took on the name of the place



they were bom. The direction of this naming practice was one way, however. People 

were named after the land. Land, by her estimation, was not named after people.

In my data there were three examples of Igafuirjmiut people from White 

Mountain who were given personal Inupiaq names after place name lands,9 as Ray says 

was common. There were also several examples of an Inupiaq places receiving an 

Inupiaq personal name as their place name, which is different from Ray’s observation. 

All of these cases, however, happened within the last 100 years. The next three examples 

are places which have Inupiaq personal names as their proper place name.

(16) Match uak

No English name 

[matjuak]

A woman’s name

Story:

They just left her alone in the camp because she was being too slow 

getting ready, so they just leave her there and they go in the boat. And 

when them younger ladies left her, she was all by herself and she decide to 

go see where she know there’s a big opening inside the timbers and so she 

said, ‘Til wade across,” remembering that it always be kind of shallow 

there. And then she wade right through there and then go back. And
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known across the circumpolar north among Inuit, Yupik, and Aleut societies” (2002: 106).



when she got there there was a whole clearing just full of salmon berries 

(S. personal communicataion 2004).

Ray claims that naming in Inupiaq ceased at the end of turn of the century and 

that places were never named after people. This name, therefore, which contains a 

historical story, was an anomaly, but this name was given in the last century (S. 2004: 

Personal Communication). Ray was probably correct about places not being named after 

people before the mid-19th century, but place naming was still happening at the turn of 

the century.

(17) Biiikaagvik 

[bilika:Kvik]

No English name used today 

Translation: Billy Carver’s place

Feature: this place had a cabin located on it that was built by a miner 

named Billy Carver. Billy’s name was translated and used in Inupiaq as 

Biiikaagvik.

This name was an English, translated into Inupiaq, and made into a place name. 

Billy Carver is also a person that people alive have memory of, or knew stories about. 

Matchuak and Bi/ikaagvik show that around the turn of the century the Igafuirjmiut 

began to admit personal names as appropriate place names. Using personal names as the 

names of places shows a shift in categorical differentiation between the nature of humans 

and the nature of land, at least to the extent that the land can now be embedded with one 

particular person’s identity. While use of the possessive implies ownership in a way that
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IS less of stewardship and more of western economic right (see Fair quote page 68), the 

process of using a place name in commemoration of a person is much different'than 

considering the land to have a distinct spirit that cannot be replaced or represented by a 

person’s name.10

In one recent case of naming an Inupiaq name was specifically chosen as a marker 

of honor and remembrance. A traditional fishing camp which was called Michak in 

Inupiaq had been, as other allotment sites, renamed Rita’s Camp. While the community 

consistently referred to this place as Rita’s Camp, Rita called it Chu/uurjaq, her mother’s 

Inupiaq name. Wanting to honor her mother, who was considered an admirable person 

in the community who had passed away, Rita renamed her camp. Place-naming in order 

to remember and honor a particular person that has passed away is a recent phenomenon 

in Inupiaq culture in White Mountain and may prove to become more popular in coming 

years. Place naming as a way to remember or honor a person is a traditional in many 

languages and cultures all over the world, and that this is not particular to the Inupiaq 

culture. In fact, it has not been until recently that naming places after people has come 

into practice in Inupiaq communities. However, place naming does have precedence as a 

means of engraving social memory in Inupiaq society over other institutional forms of 

recording that may be more prevalent in other societies, such as a written document 

might have in white American society. The result of this is that this new phenomenon of 

naming places after people is likely to become very important in Ihupiaq communities, 

where place names have a tradition of being significant social memory markers.

10 This, of course, does not indicate that the Igaluirjmiut worldview about their land is the same as a 
western worldview. This discussion Only points out that change has occurred.
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4.9 New English Place Names

A number of new English place names that are not located on the USGS 

topomaps, but are used in discourse by local residents, are related to more recent histories 

about the village. Some of these were descriptive names and useful for travel in 

motorboats or as markers of subsistence resources such as Middle Channel, Blueberry, 

Six Mile Point, North Star Riffle. It is unclear whether miners named these places while 

traveling through the Fish River during the gold rush, or whether permanent residents of 

the Fish River named these places.

One English name emerged during the time of the orphanage and boarding 

school, after 1926. A hill close to White Mountain that can be accessed from the village 

by foot, snowmachine, four-wheeler, and ski trails is called Sweetheart Mountain which 

was later translated into Inupiaq as Kuniugvik; which means ‘kissing place’. This place 

got its name from legendary school children escapes from the boarding school to the hill 

with love interests and friends.

Some names have been created in the last fifty years by people who are still alive. 

These names are interesting because they do not exist on maps or in any written location, 

are locally created, and can be traced to an origin. Sometimes these names reflect the 

introduction of Western culture and symbols and simultaneously mimic traditional 

Inupiaq naming patterns. Middle Finger Rock is located just west of White Mountain 

village, on the river and was told to me, laughing, by a young man in the village. This 

name is a racy creation of the young men in the village. The metalinguistic gesture that 

this name refers to is certainly a western construction, but it is also similar to body
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metaphor place names that are frequent in Inupiaq, ex. ‘breasts, a

woman’s chest.’

Chris 's Rock is a large rock in the middle of the river that is dangerous to motor 

boats. A competent boat driver and resident of White Mountain hit the rock while 

driving the river one time and damaged his partner’s boat. This serves as a warning to 

others and is used to tease this particular gentleman.

Another new name that has yet to catch on, but is used by at least one family is 

Marlboro Country . This name was given to an outcropping of rocks that reminded one of 

my consultants of the Marlboro landscape featured in cigarette advertisements. This 

name is interesting because cigarettes are a staple of river travel and daily experience in 

the village and they now have reference in the landscape.

4.10 The Name White Mountain

The name White Mountain itself is one that has no conclusive etymology. The 

name is thought by residents to refer to the tinted gray color of a hill that lies just down 

river from the village. The hill is, in a manner of speaking, white. In Inupiaq this hill is 

called Nachirvik, ‘looking out place’, and is the most well known Inupiaq place name in 

White Mountain. Who christened Nachirvik with the English toponym White Mountain, 

and subsequently the village built near it, is, for all practical purposes unknown, but there 

is a clue. While visiting the Carrie McClain Museum in Nome one afternoon to peruse 

their collection of old maps, I located an old advertisement for a ship transportation 

company, which urged miners to venture to the Seward Peninsula for wealth and
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excitement. A rough map of the Fish River was printed on the advertisement and at 

Nachirvikwas an English toponym calling the place White ’s Mountain.

Today the official name of the village is The Native Village of White Mountain. 

This shift in naming of this particular place, from Nachirvik ‘lookout place’ to White 

Man’s Mountain to the Native Village of White Mountain is more than metaphorical. 

This progression of naming mimics the history of the place itself. Prior to the gold rush, 

Inupiaq concept, occupancy, use and language was embedded in the landscape. During 

the gold rush, the land was renamed in English by an immigrant population. The 

indigenous population was affected by that immigration and the language including the 

place names, that they used. As the immigrant population moved out, the names 

themselves were reclaimed by the contemporary Native population.

4.11 Boundaries

If there was one thing everyone could agree on as I carried out my research in 

White Mountain, it was that there was no way I would “get” all the old Inupiaq place 

names. I was told time and time again that “those old Eskimos” had a name for every 

bend in the river, every slough, every feature, too many, in fact, for even the fluently 

bilingual speakers to remember. There was a general agreement within the community 

that their ancestors knew the land in better detail and more intimately than anyone alive 

today, and that that intimacy was in ^or Through the literature and my

own fieldwork I collected over 150 Inupiaq place names considered to be part of the 

Igafuirjmiut tribe’s territory. According to Dorothy Ray, an Inupiaq tribe’s territory was 

made up of a river drainage and its tributaries (Ray 1975: 105). Inupiaq place names in



White Mountain are almost exclusively situated within one watershed and extend from 

the headwaters to the mouth of a river system. Today Inupiaq place names that are 

recognized by bilingual speakers continue to delineate the watershed traditionally 

exploited by the tribe. Inupiaq place names, therefore, also function as markers of the 

area traveled and harvested by the Igafuirjmiut, a border of the tribe’s land.

English names are used nearly exclusively today. It was difficult, occasionally, to

determine what exactly constituted an English place name.11 However, in total, English 

names gathered did not exceed fifty. English names have certainly had less time than 

their Inupiaq counterparts in which to be created and/or translated and circulate into 

common use. Also, as one consultant pointed out to me as we were headed upriver in a 

boat, when he was a child it took him three days to cover the area that we had covered in 

two hours. Speed of travel diminishes the need to know every bend in the river by name. 

The distribution of English naming reflects the newfound speed.

More interesting, however, is that the area of the land marked by the English

names is almost exactly the same as the territory marked by the Inupiaq names. English

place names used by people in White Mountain continue to mark the territory

traditionally held by the Igafuirjmiut people, and these same areas continue to be used

today for harvesting animals and plants. Superimposing a map of Inupiaq place names

on a map of locally used English place names shows that there has been little to no

11 People would often refer to resource harvesting locations as “the place we always get salmonberries,” or 
“the place we always go seal hunting,” etc. This certainly doesn’t appear to be a proper English placd 
name, and sometimes more than one place was identified by a single construction “the places we always go 
salmonberry hunting.” This construction, however, is not that different from Inupiaq constructions such as 
Makfaktuliq “to have lots of bearded seal”. In this thesis I did not consider this type of construction a 
proper English name, but if more ethnographic work is completed to understand how this type of 
construction is used, it may actually be the case that (though unorthodox) these are proper English names.
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change in territory exploited by the Igafuirjmiut people for perhaps the last three hundred 

years. While the presence of a cash economy and the associated infrastructure has bound 

people to the village more permanently and allowed less time for subsistence activities, 

ease of travel due to better technology has allowed people to travel greater distances over 

shorter time and continue to harvest the same area of land, if less frequently.

This correlation is important on both a functional level and in regards to the 

systematic use of place names. The stability in the igafuirjmiut tribe’s exploitation of the 

same territory throughout a century of dramatic cultural change, including language shift, 

the influence of a cash economy, and dramatic changes in hunting and traveling 

technology is really quite remarkable. The consistency over time in exploited areas 

shows resiliency in tribal/land affiliation. The distribution of English place names also 

demonstrates that while the names themselves have changed, the English place names, as 

Inupiaq place names before them, serve as a boundary line for what the people consider 

their territory. The land marked and bounded by English and Inupiaq names is not 

correlated to contemporary lines between state, federal, and privately own property but is 

instead directly associated with land used by the Igafuirjmiut ancestors.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
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Over the last 100 years, the language of the Igafuirjmiut has shifted almost 

completely from a local dialect of Inupiaq to English. This shift has made its mark on the 

landscape through place names. Where once the landscape was conceived of with 

Inupiaq words held in social memory, the landscape is now known, and spoken of in 

English. Fair writes about another tribe on the Seward Peninsula, “land in the Tapqaq 

region functions clearly as a text for those schooled in reading it” (1997: 468). This 

thesis tried to explore what effects language shift had on that “text.”

The first research question asked was “what are the Inupiaq place names in White 

Mountain and why are they important?” Place names in Inupiaq act, in some ways, the 

way place names do anywhere else. They serve to make the space through which people 

move, familiar. As Keith Basso writes, “Requiring neither extended analysis nor rational 

justification, sense of place rests its case on the unexamined premise that being from 

somewhere is always preferable to being from nowhere” (2001: 148). Place names 

ground this sense of place and familiarity into social memory.

For the Igafuirjmiut place names do more than this. The place names collected all 

had information or stories attached, from which their name was derived. This is 

noticeably different from English names used in the same area. When asking about why 

an English name, such as Dog Channel, was used, often the reply would be (paraphrased) 

“I don’t know, it’s just a name. We always call it that.” Conversely, Inupiaq speakers



insisted that the Inupiaq place names all had stories. The names acted as a shorthand 

reference to the ‘text” Fair talks about. Again Basso writes,

It is well to keep in mind that interpreting the past can be readily 

accomplished -  and is every day -  without recourse to documentary 

archives, photographic files, and early sound recordings. It cannot be 

accomplished, readily or otherwise, without recourse to places and the 

place-worlds they engender (2001: 7).

Recourse to the past and to information learned from the past can be directly 

referred to through Inupiaq place names. Place names in Inupiaq, I argue, are 

intentionally exploited by the Inupiaq culture as a way of recording this past, this 

information, into the landscape. Place names are used as an institution of knowledge, 

defined by Davidson-Hunt and Berkes as “those institutions that frame the processes of 

remembering, creating, and learning” (2003: 2). By inscribing information, through 

place names, into the landscape this information is given a spatial correlate, a tangibility, 

which helps to usher the information from generation to generation. Place names frame a 

learning process across generations. When Fair writer that the landscape functions as a 

text, there is a dual meaning to the metaphor. Place names act as text because they have 

stories embedded in them and because they give knowledge and information a reference 

point in space.

The second research question was “what are the English place names used in 

White Mountain and do they continue to mark the same discrete areas as Inupiaq names? 

English place names in White Mountain were created by a number of sources. Places
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like Golovnin Bay which was named after Vasilii M. Golovnin, a Russian who was sent 

to Alaska in 1818 to investigate the condition of the Russian-American trading company, 

came from the explorers. Miners who came through the area during the gold rush gave 

names like White Man’s Mountain, and Boston Creek. Place names are sometimes given 

by visitors to White Mountain such as the Nome Kennel Club naming an island in the 

Fish River, Paradise. Place names are also constructed locally, like Marlboro Country 

and Middle Finger Rock. Like their Inupiaq counterparts, some names take stories and 

mark the land with history and knowledge of the people of White Mountain.

These English names do not always mark the same discrete places that the 

Inupiaq names mark. First, there are fewer local English place names used than local 

Inupiaq place names. This is possibly a function of the increased speed of travel brought 

by motorized boats and snow machines. Today land markers are spaced farther apart, but 

time between the land marks is traveled faster. When Inupiaq names pass out of use, 

English names do not replace them. This means that these discrete places blend into the 

landscape and are essentially lost.

Second, even when names seem to mark the same feature, the geographical space 

bound and referred to by the names can be different. For over a year I considered Black 

Mountain an English equivalent for the Inupiaq name Akugvik “place like a lady’s 

parka”. I learned later that while the English name referred to, peak to base, a small 

mountain on the river the Inupiaq name referred to the front face of the mountain, a 

channel just below it, and a small island in front of the ihountain. This land mass seen 

together was like a lady’s, parka, spread out. While information of this type was rare,
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clearly geographical conceptions of certain areas have been altered with language shift, 

as English names become used.

Discrete places on the landscape continued to exist through language shift when a 

Native allotment was claimed at that place. Native allotments were, and continue to be 

used as important resource harvesting areas and important family gathering places, 

usually a traditional summer fish camp.

English place names used in White Mountain today are not generally translations 

of Inupiaq place names. This demonstrates that in the process of language shift, Inupiaq 

places were not consistently translated or shifted into the English language. Instead, the 

incoming language (spread by miners, missionaries, and school teachers) adopted by the 

local community, brought names and naming practices with it.

Place names in Inupiaq can be nouns, nominalized verbs, and verbs. In English 

place names are typically noun phrases, often including a modifier and a generic 

geographical term, ex. Paragon River. In three cases (Putu, Aganatkuksrat, and 

Uunaqtuq tirjmiaqpa/ik) place names were translated into English. These three Inupiaq 

words are grammatically similar in that they all have free noun morphemes. When these 

names are translated, the likelihood increases that the information associated with them is 

also maintained in social memory.

English names do not all have stories or information attached to them. In some 

cases, the reason or etymology of a name is not locally known, ex., Dog Channel, Boston 

Creek, North Star Riffle. Some English place names that were given locally and within 

the last thirty years, do have stories or information attached. ‘Chris’s Rock’, ‘Marlboro
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Country’, and ‘Rita’s Camp’ all have specific stories or bits of information attached to 

them that explain their inception as a name and purpose for being passed on. The fairly 

new and consistent use of a person’s name and marker of possession for a place names 

demonstrates the ability of place names to mark ownership of the land. Place names 

have, I believe, cleverly been employed by the population to reclaim the area that was 

taken over by miners at the beginning of the century. As a consultant said:

When you have a significant event like miners coming into your home and 

saying this is not your home. And preachers and churches also coming in 

and saying, this is not your home... you own nothing, you are nothing, 

you do not exist without us, There is a huge break in people’s psychology.

(R. 2004 Personal Communication).

This naming practice seems to exist as a way to reiterate the ownership and reclamation 

of this land for the Igafuirjmiut

Inupiaq place names and English place names after them have also consistently 

been used to demarcate the boundaries of the igafuirjmiut tribe. As described in section 

4.10, there is a consistent land base that is marked by place names, despite new “official” 

boundaries of federal land, state land, Native corporation land, and other bureaucratic 

divisions. This consistency demonstrates that occupation of this land by this tribe has 

remained constant and that that there has been profound stability in land/human 

interaction despite the substantial linguistic, economic and cultural changes that have 

occurred in the last 100 to 150 years.
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The last research question asks, “what, if anything, can comparing these place 

names across language shift tell us about the effects of language shift on culture?” Most 

generally, this thesis has shown that cultural continuance and cultural change are co

existing phenomenon in the environment of language shift, The use, distribution and 

Social function of place names in White Mountain has changed with the language shift 

from Inupiaq to English, in some cases. In other cases the Igaluirjmiut culture has 

remained resilient and exerted traditional place name practices onto the incom ing English 

naming systems.

Most noticeably, language shift has affected what I have called the “institution of 

knowledge” of place names. This study has shown that Inupiaq place names are used as 

references to stories and information learned from the past, and that place names during 

language shift are not consistently translated into English. The result is that, as language 

shift occurs and the place names are lost, the information associated with those names are 

also most often also lost. By clear progression, this means that language shift has 

interrupted a consistent transmission of knowledge across generations by disrupting a 

particularly Inupiaq institution of learning and knowledge. Although this research has 

also shown examples of traditional stories, information, and place names that have been 

translated into English. For the majority of names this is not the case.

Conversely, loss of Inupiaq place names through language shift has apparently 

had no effect on the area of land traveled by the Igafuirjmiut tribe. Also important to 

note is that, though Inupiaq place names marking resource harvesting areas have been 

lost, those animals are still harvested. An example of this is Machutuuq lots of machif
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and Makfaktuiiq ‘lots of bearded seal. ’ Areas around both places continue to be exploited 

for machu and bearded seal respectively, though names are not used. Persistent cultural 

practices, like hunting and traveling, resist change despite language loss. Stories, 

metaphors, and information less tied to skill or action are vulnerable.

Identifying which parts of culture, tradition, and local knowledge become 

vulnerable with language shift highlights areas in which preservation and documentation 

can better serve communities experiencing language shift. This type of preservation also 

benefits the understanding of the breadth of human knowledge. In White Mountain, very 

practically, the stories recorded from place name work would quite possibly have 

disappeared over the next twenty-five years had this research not occurred, and this loss 

of history, I believe, is directly tied to the loss of the Inupiaq language.

Loss of this history is not unimportant. It is impossible to ignore the persistence, 

vitality and grandeur of the Igafuirjmiut culture in White Mountain, and certainly 

language shift cannot and will not be the end of the igafuirjmiut culture. However, there 

also exists a sadness and a sense of profound loss, the feeling that something has been 

taken from them in the last 150 years. This research helps to demonstrate and explain 

how some of this history, and more particularly the cultural practice of teaching and 

learning through place names has, legitimately, been lost. This research simultaneously 

highlights areas in which cultural resiliency has been maintained. Both are important 

aspects to understanding language shift in the world today. „

Like the effects of climate change or economic fluctuations, the effects of rapid 

language shift will change the future for human kind. It is vital that researchers
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understand how rapid language shift affects other aspects of the human experience. 

Understanding this phenomenon will empower and inform linguists making a case!for 

linguistic heterogeneity as well as add to a more general understanding of social 

phenomenon. Future research in this area could further explore the correlations between 

language shift and cultural practice at all levels of linguistic structure. Case studies taken 

together could provide researchers with a working understanding of language shift in all 

of its aspects. Ultimately, language is a central part of the human experience, and 

understanding what occurs when the language we use changes will give us new insight 

into ourselves.
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Appendix A
Inupiaq/English Toponyms, Translations, Oral Histories, Coordinates

This appendix is a list of the Inupiaq toponyms collected for this research. Some of the 
toponyms are of Yupik origin and are so marked. Only some of the names were mapped. 
Names that have been mapped will show approximate coordinates. Translations were 
completed by the author with the help of Lawrence Kaplan in most cases. If other 
translations are used, the translators are noted in parenthesis, eg. (Stephen Agloinga). 
Many of the place names collected do not have translations with them. It is common to 
have difficulty translating names because typically they contain older words and/or forms 
of the language, and because often they have such localized meanings. In some cases 
toponyms were taken from tapes recorded twenty or more years ago. My consultants 
often did not know or remember some of these toponyms. If places have English names 
associated with them, the English names are also listed. Stories associated with the place 
names are included, and are mostly taken verbatim from digitally recorded and 
transcribed interviews.

1) A chiagm iukhaaq
translation: arctic grayling association

2) Aglugyaq (Yupik) 
translation: rainbow

3) Agamaktugvik
translation: place to arm wrestle/ place of arm wrestling

4) Agnatquksrat 
translation: old woman
feature: place next to river bank with small cliffs 
English name: Old Lady -or- Old Woman 
64°50.362’N 163°23.11 l ’W

Story: “There was two old ladies in summer time picking berries and they live in the 
same tent and in the evening, that’s the only thing that t  can think about. They must have 
had sunstroke or when they go into the cooler tent, one of them might have a heart attack 
and lay down and died and this other lady came home. She find out that her partner was 
dead and she must have a shock, so it hurt her in shock so much, ad then she died too. 
And she died too. And that’s why they called it Old lady. And in Eskimo they call it, 
Aganatquksrat. That’s nothing to laugh about, but that must be the way they died. One 
of them mush have had sunstroke, when she came into the cooler tent. The cold feeling 
must have hit him so much and she just died right there. Caused them old people that 
hear the story about two old ladies, that’s the only way I can figure out they die. They
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have good health, they eat good. Sure you can eat good as long as you have lot of berries. 
No, no preservative in it. No poison included” (S. Personal communication 2003).

5) Agvigyagaq (Yupik) 
translation: short cut river 
-or-
translation: cut across and over, usually shorter (John Toopetlook) 
feature: slough
English name: Paradise slough 
64°40.111 ’N 163°25.177’W

Story: “There’s a first stream that goes out to the flats, Agvigyagaq. That’s the first 
place you can go down to the flats. It’s a place where you can travel to anyone of those 
streams down there if you follow that stream there. So, that’s what they mean, 
Agvigyagaq. You can go through there and go anyplace, that seems like that’s an 
opening for all those creeks down there and those streams that flow out. That’s the 
meaning for that. That’s the first place you go through if you want to go down to the 
flats. That’s a short cut to the flats” (S. Personal communication 2004).

6) Akichaqpak 
64°53.944’N 163°13.674’W

7) Akichukuvik
translation: to climb up from the bank with your elbows (Stephen Agloinga)
feature: mountain
English name: Devil Mountain
64°45.267’N 163°31.250’W

Story: They used to see a light right inside the cliffs here and I thought like this, there 
must be Uranium in there to make a light in the nighttime. Them superstitious people 
long ago they call it Devil Mountain.

8) Akfaqtaq
translation: “brown bear” association 
feature: island across from Qalguyyq 
64°56.891’N 163°07.332’W

9) Akugvik
translation: looks like a ladies’ skirt/ parka hem (Stephen Agloinga)
feature: mountain
English name: Black Mountain
64°5.140’N 163°28.646’W
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10) Akuligaq (Yupik)
translation: the middle one
feature: traditional squirrel hunting area
65°03.142’N 163°07.333’W

11) Akuligat kurgat
translation: something about an isthmus plural- that isthmus’s river 
feature: traditional squirrel hunting area on river bank

12) Akuliqam Paaga
translation: mouth of the middle river 
65°01.702’N 163°01.595’W

13) Alagniq 
feature: river
64°49.006’N 163°27.471’W

Story: this river was once the main passage used to get to the Niiqliq river, so people 
mistake this for the Niiqfiupaaga (S. Personal communication 2003).

14) Aluiqivik
translation: place to get/make sourdock

15) Amrjulik

16) Aningituaq/Aninigituat 
translation: One (they) who didn’t exit
feature: Lucy Lincoln’s (decesased) fish camp, used to be miner’s camp.
English name: Camp Hammer 
64°42.986’N 163°28.731’W

Story: “There use to be a white man tent, long time ago, my father told me and these 
white people, there were three of them. They’re prospecting, looking for gold and they 
got some kind of flu in that tent, and when they got flu, they all died in the tent and these 
Eskimo people, didn’t want to go near that tent and take them out of that tent and they 
call it Aninigituat. Camp Hammer, right along that bank, on that bank. The Eskimos 
didn’t want to catch their flu, or whatever kind of sickness they had, so they just left them 
in there and they didn’t take them or attempt. That’s what it means, the people that never 
go out of the tent. Never been thrown out or buried, they just leave them right there: 
Aninigituat. People that never been out from the tent, that’s what it means.
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makes sense, too, you know that they didn’t, that these people around here didn’t want 
to catoh their flue, or whatever sickness they had. It would be, what they callit now*? 
When you can t go to the person in the hospital, you know they got restrictions. It’s next 
to quarantine They got a name for it in the hospital, so you can’t go into their house, 
you have to talk to them through the phone or through the windows. I mean, close doors, 
and that s what these Eskimo people did, they didn’t want to go near that tent. They 
didn’t want to catch whatever sickness they had so they just left them there. And after 
that they call it Aninigituat”

17) Aniuyaayuuq 
translation: first place of snow 
English name: Bendelaben Mountain 
65°10.448’N 164°05.374’W

18) A nq iqnat 
translation: boot sole patch 
-or-
translation: A skin armor as in anrjitjnat

19) Anuqtuyuuq
translation: having to do with ravens 
English name: Rocky Point 
64°41.957’N 163°25.871’W

Story: This is a place where a man was hewing logs and an enemy snuck up behind him. 
The man hewing logs knew the enemy was sneaking up on him, but just kept hewing 
logs. When the enemy tried to attach the man, he swung around and killed him with his 
ax. The dead enemy stayed there and the ravens came by to pick at his body (S. Personal 
communication 2004).

20) Apaq
translation: a man sitting (Steven Agloinga) 
feature: a mountain that looks like a man sitting down 
64°52.359’N 163°22.049’W

21) Aqpatauvik
translation: place with lots of runners

Story: This was the site of a big potlatch with Siberians (Kawerak tapes).

22) Arvikchagvik
translation: place to run downhill 
feature: place to chase caribou for meat
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23) Atnik (Yupik) 
translation: hunting bag strap 
feature: old village site on coast 
64°21.989’N 162°42.566’W

Story: This was a large prominent village in the Golovin area. People from the Fish 
River, the Igafuirjmiut, had connections with the people from Atnukand were allowed 
to hunt seal near this settlement.

24) Awalakchagvik
translation: means when you try to drag the boat on that side, the boat go out 
instead of towards the beach (Stephen Agloinga) 
feature: inlet on the Fish River 
64.41°775’N 163°26.126’W

25) Awayak (Yupik) 
translation: branch of a tree

26) Bilikaagvik
translation: Inupiaq-ization of Billy Carver’s place 
feature: traditional fish camp 
64°47.288’N 163°28.037’W

27) Chafiq
translation: set fish/fish weirs
feature: place to set fish traps, old graves/houses

28) Chaquyaaqpak
feature: used to be an old fish camp

29) Chakiaqpalik
translation: has a big chest (sticking out) (Stephen Agloinga) 
feature: mountain 
64°51.941’N 163^15.551JW

30) Chauniq 
translation: bone 
64°57.224’N 163°07.019’W

Story: There are pieces of bone here, where a man got chewed up by a bear. He survived 
and walked back to the village where he scared a group of children.
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31) Chiksriagvik
translation: place to go hunt ground squirrels

32) C hikuchuilaq 
translation: never freezes 
feature: mouth of creek

33) C hikuchuilaqpiaq
translation: (first/real creek) whose mouth never freezes (Stephen Agloinga)
feature: mouth of creek
English name (of creek): Aggie Creek
64°53.847’N 163°13.830’W

Story: Aggie creek is named after Bob Lodge’s wife, who was an Eskimo woman and 
who is buried in the gravesite near the White Mountain airstrip. Bob Lodge at one time 
owned a road house up river.

34) Chiniikikfiq (Yupik)
translation: round eyed white fish with pointed head (John Toopetlook)

35) Chirjiq
translation: point of land
feature: land spit, this used to be a settlement at the present day site of Golovin 
64°32.620’N 163°01.997’W

36) v Chiulaat
translation: the front of the boat
feature: a piece of land in the mountains behind the hot springs near the small 
headwater creeks of the Fish River

Story: “I really don’t know the name of those creeks. My father never say anything about 
them. But when he tell us to go put squirles, squirrel traps, he used to tell us to go to 
Chiuqaqtuaq. These creeks are kind of like a boat’s bow, you know? They meet right in 
the creek there. Right in the creek. The hot springs is right there. These two, they’ve got 
a point in it. That’s where my father told us to go look for squirrels, and they some 
squirrels around there and he desired that point, you know it’s a appointed mountain. 
That little ridge” (S. Personal communication 2003).

37) Chiutquaq
feature: where it’s mossy and wild lettuce grows.
64°53.847’N 163°15.537’W
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38) Chugrarjiq
translation: willow with narrow leaves and reddish stems, a food eaten

39) Chuluur)
translation: named after Martha Agloinga 
feature: Fish camp 
English name: Rita’s Camp 
64°47.506’N  163°29.594’W

40) Ichugliayaaq 
translation: little Ichugliq 
64°40.583’N 163°25.786’W

41) Ichugliq
translation: muddy/cloudy river 
ichuq- to be muddy water/hazy weather 
64°40.868’N 163°28.391’W

42) Ichukfit Unaqchit 
translation: last timber 
feature: Agloinga trap camp 
English name: Last Timber

43); Ichupak
translation: Ichu: the end (Larry Kaplan) 
feature: river
64°59.475’N 162°59.687’W

44) Igluikat

45) Igafuik
translation: Fish place/river
Feature: site of winter village. Sod house depressions can still be seen. Identified 
by many people.,
English name: Percy’s Fish Camp 
64°48.534’N 163°26.820’W

46) Igafuigmiut Qawiaragmiut Arjuniagviat
translation: Fish River people and QawiaraqysovXQ hunting place 
feature: flatter area through the mountains 
65°03.576’N 163°34.134’W
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47) Igafuktuliq
translation: lots of dog salmon 
feature: traditional squirrel hunting area 
65°07.269’N 163°00.124’W

48) Ig g iach aa t
translation: something with mountain

49) Ikpikifhiq
translation: something that has little cliffs

50) llaatquchiq 
translation: porcupine
feature: a porcupine village (dens)
64°55.275’N 163°12.053’W

51) llutaq 
feature: cove

52) Imagaqchaq 
feature: rock in the river

; 64°51.034’N 163.22.035’W

Story: This is a rock in the middle of the river where a man who was qayaqing had to 
get out and anaq on the rock. Since then, his cousin called it Imagaqchaq to tease him 
(S. Personal communication 2004);

54) Imrjilat 
translation: no water
feature: mountain series north of Council 
64°54.961’N 163027.557,W

55) Iqqiuraq 
translation: little beetle

56) Ipigagvik
translation: place to wade across 
feature: Bend in the river 
64°48.087,N 163°24.555’W

Story: This place is where the Igafuirjmiut crossed when they came from upriver,
crossed this bend short cut and ambushed the enemy during a war with southern tribes.
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The Igafuirjmiut sent a “lively” person to dance on the roof of a sod house while the 
southern people spent all their arrows trying to hit him. When the enemy tribe was out of 
an-ows, the Igafuirjmiut ambushed and saved their village (S. Personal communication

57) Iqquuraak
translation: two buttocks; two little butts

58) Irigvik
translation: hiding place
feature: slough with lots of willows that is no longer there
64°40.837’N 163°24.045’W

Story: “What it means is to hide your equipment from the main river here, to
hide your canoe or your qayaq. That’s it must have didn’t have no name before, but 
when they had civil war between the Igafuirjmiut (Fish River People), them southern 
people wanted to kill all these Igafuirjmiut and claim that where Percy’s camp is right by 
the mouth of Council, they wanted to claim the place all around here, all over, them 
people from down south, maybe Bristol Bay, them people that were in the flats, mostly 
Yukon, all those areas that’s flat. They wanted to claim the whole river here. So maybe 
they decide to gather themselves up and make army, just like army going after any 
country, just like when Japan open war from us, America, Japan wanted to claim 
everything from around here, so they make just like Japan. But they just lost, but them 
people down south just lost too. And so, they never get,.. Praise the lord they didn’t get 
it. And that little creek, that’s where, these people, Igafuirjmiut; some runner from down 
there. They send runner from maybe Elim or Golovin or them Cape Darby....(S. 
Personal communication 2003).

R. interrupts: AtnuKl

“Yeah, them people from down that way hiave a pity for the people that they know. 
Them people that came for, they say they got a lot of people .with them in the umiak; you 
know, boats, so one of those people that kind of pity them they run up here and tell 
igafuirjmiut that these people come over here to open a war up at your place. And then 
they hide their qayaq in that little creek. There used to be a big lake right down here, 
when I was a child, there were a lot of willows, lot of willows around there, not like right 
now. All that grassy place was covered with willows when I was a little boy. And, so 
that’s why they call it irigvik. To hide there qayaq; in them trees there, there must have 
been a lot of trees there too. All these, you know between here and the landing filed, 
there must have been good timber throughout in there. When they build the warehouses 
down there. So these people hide these qayaqs there and when them people they can see 
them warriors coming up from the river down there, so they left their qayaqs there and 
run up to igafuik (old village, #37). And then from there, when these people from Igafuik
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S  8 t t £ ?  pe0ple CT ing they start maki“g %  bows and arrows and that little

59) Itkigupaaq-
translation: “Where they went to get hard wood for bows” (Percy Agloinga) 
translation: Mouth of ttkiq. hard wood 
English name: Cache creek 
64°58.585’N 163°04.872’W

Story: People from the Igatuirjmiut tribe would get wood here for bows. They would 
also used braided sinew in the bows to make them stronger. This made the Igafuinmiut 
successful m battle, and were never defeated by their enemies.

60) Ittigrulik

61) Itipyaaq
feature: this is a dog team trail and a short cut. 
64°48.994’N 163°24.158’W

62) Itipyaagilaq

63) Kaqigagvik 
translation: corralling place

64) K aufagayagaq  
feature: creek
English name: Christmas Creek 
64°54.229’N 163°15.324’W

65) Kirgawik 
translation: falcon

66) K iuchaqturuq

67) Kiwaliq narvaq
translation: demonstrative direction of lake: inland lake.

68) K uichagaq (Yupik)
translation: place at which there is a river
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69) Kuikhabluaq (Yupik)
translation: dear little river (Walkie Charles)

70) Kuiqaun

71) Kuiyagum  Iggia 
feature: mountain/hill 
64°46.023’N 163°25.404’W

Story: “That little mountain up here. You know where they go up to pick salmon 
berries. That’s uh, what they call it now? Kuiyagum iggia. There’s a clearing right on 
top of that big knoll right there inside the trees. There’s an opening place where the 
salmon berries grow very good. It’s right next to Black Mountian. It’s right across from 
Black Mountain, right this way. Right in the mouth of steamboat. If it’s English. In the 
mouth of steamboat right there. This here’s the mountain connected to steamboat. 
Where everything, where the melted snow drain out through here.

72) Kukuumalgia
translation: she/he who is not whistling

73) Kuniugvik
translation: kissing place (Agnus Kamakhuk) 
translated into Inupiaq from English 
feature: hill behind White Mountain Village 
English name: Sweetheart Mountain 
64°41.909’N 163°22.417’W

74) Kuuyagam magaa
translation: Belonging to the river, flat

75) Kuuyagaq
translation: place at which to be a river (John Toopetlook)
translation: Where the snow melts it drains into this river (Stephen Agloinga)
feature: creek
64°46.519’N 163°26’.961’W

76) Machutuuq , 
translation: place with lots of machu (Eskimo potatoes) ‘ 
feature: fiat, marshy area along the mouth of the Fish River 
64°83.248’N 163°13.120’W

77) Maga
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feature: hunting, fishing, berry and green gathering area 

Magachiaq
Translation: flat area/muddy/marshy/lowland

78) Magluk
translation: to be muddy/ murky
feature: cove/bend in river with a murky bottom
64°41.588’N 163°25.815’W

79) M akfaktuliq (Yupik) 
translation: has lots of bearded seal
feature: a small slough near the mouth of the Fish River 
64°36.965’N 163°23.139’W

80) Manuluagaq
translation: breast of shirt of pocket -  or -  to dribble on your front 
64°48.613’N 163°24.753’W

81) Mataqanaqiifaq
feature: a stand of cotton groves and it is very warm here, like in a house 
(Stephen Agloinga)
64°50.519’N 163°24.116’W

82) Matchuaq
Translation: a woman’s name who used to have a fish camp there 
Feature: area of sand

Story: Right across the river is, what’s her name now, the one whose just, anyhow a little 
old lady from here, just right across from that Rocky Mountain, fish across there, right on 
that side of the island, right on that little sand bar they call it: her name, where she fished. 
That place used to be a village till the gold mine when they find gold up at Council, they 
start building. They call it wild goose....that’s where she used to make dry fish across 
there. Right along this river they used to have a little camp here (S. Personal 
communication 2004).

83) M atchuaq  (2nd)
translation: the same woman’s name as above 
feature: outlet across from island

Story: ‘‘Just across from the island, right across the slough, that little outlet. She’s got 
another one way up here, right across from old lady, Agnatquksrat. Old lady, that’s 
where they, one time when she become kind of old lady these people that go pick salmon
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berries, they just left her alone in the camp because she was being too slow getting ready, 
so they just leave them there and they go in the boat. And from Agnatquksrat And 
then when them younger ladies left her, she was all by herself and she decide to go see 
where she know there’s a big opening inside the timbers and so she said, “I’ll wade 
across, remember that it always be kind of shallow before you get to Agnatquksrat; old 
lady, it always be kind of shallow there. And then she wade right through there and then 
go back. And then they, when she got there, a whole, whole clearing was just full of 
salmon berries, (laugh, laugh). And then after that they start calling her, they start calling 
that little opening Matchuaq.

84) Mayuagvik
translation: where there are no bends (Stephen Agloinga) 
translation: place to go upriver
feature: this area is where you start making headway to the Fish River and there 
are no more bends (Stephen Agloinga)
64°49.969’N 163°23.182’W

85) Michak
feature: large fish camp in the past, now relatively unused 
64°47.572’N 163°28.957’W

86) Miqqupaak
translation: mouth of the miqquq

87) Nachirvik
translation: place where you look out (Steven Agloinga)
English name: White Mountain Hill
feature: hillside near the contemporary village of White Mountain 
64°40.850’N 163°22.658’W

Story: “During the Athabaskan/Inupiaq wars, you know, they had look outs at White 
Mountain and Sweetheart. To make sure that nobody came in, and when they did, what 
they did was just send a runner through the hills, see they run that line all the way 
through the hills. And then, uh, they’d keep them, this Third Mountain, you can see all 
the way up to where the original village sight was. You can look over here. You can 
even see Council from Third Mountain. You could be able, you had a direct line of sight 
to the old village site and a direct line of sight to Council, and let them know that there 
was some old Athabaskans and Yupiks that came up, and then they came down and 
ambushed them, somewhere down, where the two rivers met” (K. Personal 
communication, 2003).

Story- “There never used to be a n y  village down White Mountain.' And when these 
people come down to White Mountain that White Mountain was an observation post, just
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like to see where you going to plan to hunt. On that flat this side of the bay, you know 
this terrain down there, the flat place when you went on top of White Mountain you can 
see almost all the areas down this side of the bay. So, they call it Nachirvilc. to observe 
where you want to hunt. It’s not White Mountain. It never used. It didn’t have no name 
in English. But Eskimo name is Nachirvilc. to observe the terrain where you want to 
hunt.

88) N akagiat
translation: you drive into the river (Steven Agloinga)
64°46.895’N 163°28.164’W

89) Nalguruaq
translation: without bends (Stephen Agloinga)
feature: creek with not many bends, a place used for camping
64°51,427’N 163°22.405’W

90) Narvaachiaq Annaktugvik
translation: Narvaachiaq. new kind of lake. Annaktugvik. to be saved from 
something

91) Narvaiik
translation: Little creek that has a lake on the end of it. Slough with a lake on the 
end (Stephen Agloinga).

92) Narvat 
translation: lakes 
feature: lakes

64°43.893’N 163°10.697’W

93) Natmauyaam paaga 
translation: little back pack, mouth of

94) Natmauyaaq 
translation: little back pack

95) Niiqfiupaaq
translation: Northern most one, mouth of
feature: traditional and contemporary fish camp, also used to be a refueling spot 
for scows on their way to Council during the gold rush.
English name: Simon’s fish camp 
64°48.250’N 163°27.060’W
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96) N ik ivgaqtuq tuuq  (Yupik)
translation: lots of spruce trees, from the Yupik word for ‘standing up’

97) Nirjagviayaaq 
translation: get angry

98) Niqagvik
translation: lake on the end of the creek (Steven Agloinga)
-or-
translation: place where to pout, sulk, show unhappiness by being silent or sullen 
64°47.609’N 163°27.867’W

99) Nunaqiaktuut 
translation: lots of alders

100) Nuyiafaa 
translation: bald 
feature: mountain
English name: Bald Head Mountain 
64°54.616’N 163°13.304’W

101) Paaqti 
translation: to meet 
feature: river

102) Paaqtim paaga 
translation: person going to meet 
64°59.384’N 163°05.932’W

Patuliagaq
feature: summer camping area

103) Pigyaq 
feature: hillside
English name: Blueberry hill 
64°40.559’N 163.18.129’W

104) Pittait

105) Pugutaq
translation: plate
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106) Pulayagaq

transition: to go into, to enter in where no one can see you (Stephen Agloinga) 
feature: flus area, starting with the two points on the map, is the beginnL of an

64o51.506’N 163o23.706’W -and- 64o50.622’N 163° 19.473>W

107) Putu 
translation: hole
feature: rock formation on top of a mountain 
64°52.679’N 163°21.054’W

Story: This is arock with a hole in it that looks very similar in size and shape to a door 
Story associated with this site says that if you go through the hole one way, you have to 
come back through.the same way before you leave the area. If you don’t, that your mind 
would become depressed (S. Personal communication 2003).

When people would go through the hole, their friends have a hard time finding them until 
they came back through the same way (J. Personal communication 2003).

108) Qachiktuq
translation: it stands out/is higher than the others

109) Q akfuguk
translation: Qaglu: deep place in river 
feature: corral

110) Q aggriugvik
translation: place to make arrows 
feature: knoll on the Fish River 
64°46.054’N 163°31.972’W

Story: “And right here too, there’s another patrol right there in that little mountain there 
inside the trees, that’s where they were preparing for bow and arrows. That’s where they 
make all their arrows at the same time. Because they can see the enemies appearing from 
this point. They can see them and they will report from there again, that’s how far 
they’re at. They got patrol in them days. They have to patrol mens here and there. Even 
in White Mountain. That’s where all these. That’s how smart we were. They got patrol 
mens here and there. To transfer the news to big village up here. There never used jto be 
any village down White Mountain. And when these people come down to White 
Mountain that White Mountain was an observation post, just like to see where you going 
to plan to hunt (S. Personal communication 2003).
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111) Q akfuqiagaq 
64°47.960’N 163°23.238’W

112) Q alguyuu t
translation: “lots of rust or lots of fog/haze/bad visibility 
-or-
translation: Qalguyuuq- when an animal calls 
feature: sandbar 
64°45.406’N 163°27.782’W

113) Qalikaqchugviit

114) Qaqtuyak

115) Qiavik
feature: small creek across from the pond 
64°58.119’N 163°05.640’W

116) Qigut 
feature: lava bed

117) Qikfiq 
translation: clay pot

Story: “King Islanders want to come in the summer and make pots here” (Kawerak 
tapes).

118) Qiqnigit

119) Qiruktagvik 
translation: place to get wood

120) Qiyaaq

121) Qumauyuk (Yupik)
translation: (something to do with a sled)
64°41.140’N 163°25.475’W

122) Quluchuukiik
translation: a woman’s chest/ breasts (Steven Agloinga)
64°52.788’N 163®21.85.0* W-and- 64°52.946’N 163°22.561’W



123) Qurjaluagvik
feature: old fishcamp 1914 
64°46.023’N 163°27.966’W

124) Qirgiqtuuq
translation: “lots of gray hairs”

125) Qutquq

126) Tachiq 
feature: lagoon
English name: Golovin Lagoon 
64°31.531’N 163°24.611W

127) Tanqigli (Yupik) 
translation:: to be bright

128) Tautagyagaq
English name: Christmas Creek

129) Tiligitiksrat
feature: traditional squirrel hunting

130) Tunuliq
translation: something on the back 
65°13.410’N 162°44.926’W

131) Tuuqalik
64°44.184’N 163°33.048’W

132) Ugliqhaq

133) Ugumailaq 
translation: to be heavy
feature: site of silver mine that predated the gold rush in Council 

‘ 65°02.180’N 162°41.137’W

Story: Two IgafuiijmiutwexQ killed here by the miners.

134) Umiarjaruaq
translation: “place where you park your boat” (Kenny Shoogukuruk)
-or-
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translation: a person who hunts in an umiaq 
feature: Mountain 
English name: Battleship Mountain 
64°47.760’N 162°56.668’W

135) Uqpiiqtaq
translation: uqpiiq. willows taq  lost

136) Uqpiiqtaiyaaq
translation: same as above except: little (endearing)

137) U unaqtum  p a a q ta a
translation: to be hot, mouth 
feature: mouth of hotspring

138) Uunaqtuq tiqmiaqpalik
translation: Uunaqtuq to be hot I tirjmiaqpalik. place with eagles (big birds) 
feature: hot springs 
65°13.616’N 162°59.439’W

Story: Tirjmiaqpa/ik, that’s my dialect. That’s where they always see big eagles. That’s 
what they call them, they call them now, the eagles that have white head, the bald eagles. 
There’s another set of bald eagles, they’re bigger than bald eagles and that’s why they 
call it Tirjmiaqpalik. That’s a big eagle, because they say they land down by big rocky 
mountain (S. Personal communication 2003).

138) Uyagvalak

139) Yuigniq (Yupik)
translation: place that has lost its people/ been depopulated 
-or-
translation: “a peopleless place., like the wilderness” (John Toopetlook) 
feature: area near the mouth of the Fish River 
64°38.635’N 163°15.243’W V

140) Y uignigyagaq (Yupik) J
translation: place where it became depopulated
note: similar to number five, with the Yupik post-base ‘yagaq’ meaning roughly 
‘place at which to [noun]’ in this case ‘place at which to depopulate’ (John 
Toopetlook),
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